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RETHINKING PROSECUTORS’ CONFLICTS OF INTEREST

BRUCE A. GREEN*
REBECCA ROIPHE**

Abstract: Conflicts of interest are endemic to almost all prosecutors’ discretionary decisions, and are the source of many instances of misconduct and abuse. Prosecutors’ decisions are riddled with complex motivations, beliefs, and interests that potentially divert them from their duty to do justice. Understood as any personal belief or interest that could interfere with the prosecutors’ ability to serve the public interest, conflicts of interest threaten to undermine the efficacy and legitimacy of the criminal justice system. The traditional regulatory system barely addresses the problem and could never effectively do so. Drawing on experimentalism, which mandates that local actors design and test solutions to large social problems, this Article proposes changes within prosecutors’ offices to help align prosecutors’ decisions with the public interest. Given how pervasive conflicts of interest are, our solution is, in essence, a proposal for a new way to regulate prosecutorial decision-making in general.

INTRODUCTION

Prosecutors are often accused of conflicts of interest. When public officials questioned whether a brief meeting on an airport tarmac with former President Bill Clinton would taint U.S. Attorney General Loretta Lynch’s decision whether to indict then Presidential candidate Hillary Clinton for the use of unsecured private email servers, the Attorney General authorized F.B.I. Director James Comey to make the decision instead.1 A state prosecutor, who posted thinly veiled racist and homophobic comments in the wake of the
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shooting at the Pulse nightclub in Orlando, was fired after his supervisor de-
termined that he could no longer defend the prosecutor as unbiased.² In se-
veral other cases, critics argued that local prosecutors could not fairly investi-
gate white police officers for killing unarmed black men because of the pros-
ecutors’ relationship with local police departments.³ Though these stories
differ, each involves personal relationships or biases that threaten to under-
mine the prosecutors’ ability to serve the public in a disinterested way.⁴

Prosecutors’ conflicts of interest are unlike those of private attorneys. 
Private attorneys have a conflict of interest when they are materially limited 
in their ability to serve their clients due to a personal interest or relationship.⁵ 
Prosecutors’ clients are sovereignties, abstract public entities whose interests 
are hard to define.⁶ How best to pursue the public interest is even more co-
tested, making it difficult to determine what kind of personal interest would 
impermissibly distort the prosecuting attorney’s judgment.⁷ Broadly con-
strued, prosecutors’ conflicts can arise not only out of personal and profes-

---

² Tobias Salinger, Florida Prosecutor Fired Over Facebook Post Following Pulse Massacre 
Calling Downtown Orlando ‘a Melting Pot of 3rd World Miscreants and Ghetto Thugs,’ N.Y. DAILY 
NEWS (June 23, 2016), http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/prosecutor-fired-facebook-post-
orlando-massacre-article-1.2685858 [https://perma.cc/LC3X-86HN].

³ See Wesley Lowery, Study Finds Police Fatally Shoot Unarmed Black Men at Disproportion-
ate Rates, WASH. POST (Apr. 7, 2016), https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/study-finds-police-
fatally-shoot-unarmed-black-men-at-disproportionate-rates/2016/04/06/e494563e-fa74-11e5-80e4-
c381214de1a3_story.html?utm_term=.46b3bc398f5c [https://perma.cc/3HY8-9CZQ] (citing study 
findings revealing possible bias factors in police shootings); Jay Sterling Silver, Fixing the Con-

cflict of Interest at the Core of Police Brutality Cases, WASH. POST (Dec. 4, 2014), https://www.wash-
ingtonpost.com/opinions/jay-sterling-silver-fixing-the-conflict-of-interest-at-the-core-of-police-
brutality-cases/2014/12/04/0233e6e2-7b1d-11e4-b821-503cc7efed9e_story.html?utm_term=.9a 
0cd16b5d88 [https://perma.cc/5WC5-MM2T] (examining calls for independent special prosecu-
tors in grand jury investigations of police shootings). After six police officers were charged with 
various crimes relating to the death of Freddie Gray in Baltimore, police representatives called for 
the appointment of a special prosecutor. Letter from Gene Ryan, President of Balt. City Fraternal 
Order of Police, to Marilyn Mosby, State’s Attorney (May 1, 2015) (calling for special prosecutor 
in Freddie Gray case). Following their indictment, the police officer defendants filed a joint motion 
to dismiss. See generally Joint Motion to Dismiss and in the Alternative for Recusal of Balt. 
They alleged that the prosecutor, Mosby, should have recused herself because her personal experi-
ence with police brutality, her relationship with Gray’s lawyer who had supported her politically, 
and the impact the prosecution would have on her husband’s career with the Baltimore City Coun-
sel presented conflicts of interest. Id. at 9, 12.

⁴ For a discussion of the prosecutors’ role, see MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 3.8 & 
cmt. (AM. BAR ASS’N 2015).

⁵ MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.7(a).

⁶ See Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 78, 88 (1935) (“The United States Attorney is the 
representative not of an ordinary party to a controversy, but of a sovereignty whose obligation to 
govern impartially is as compelling as its obligation to govern at all; and whose interest, therefore, 
in a criminal prosecution is not that it shall win a case, but that justice shall be done.”).

⁷ Id.; MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 3.8 cmt. 1.
sional relationships and financial interests, but out of any personal belief, ambition, or institutional interest that undermines the prosecutor’s ability to pursue justice in a disinterested way.

Understood in this way, prosecutors’ conflicts are pervasive and endemic to almost all of their decisions. Any effort to rid prosecutors’ offices of conflicts would be futile and potentially counterproductive. As Attorney General Lynch’s conversation with Bill Clinton, the Orlando prosecutor’s social media posts, and the police shootings illustrate, prosecutors’ conflicts of interest are a serious problem that the law does not adequately address. Some conflicts are so severe that they call for disqualification under the current regime, but most remain unregulated.

Prosecutors make discretionary decisions with significant consequences for criminal defendants and for criminal justice in general. The law presupposes that prosecutors make these decisions disinterestedly, unaffected by their own self-interest or the interests of others. Public confidence in the fairness of the criminal justice system demands this. Although prosecutors’ conflicts are central to the project of criminal justice, scholars have largely ignored them or addressed them in isolation. Discussions of how prosecu-

---


9 See Bruce A. Green & Fred C. Zacharias, Prosecutorial Neutrality, 2004 WIS. L. REV. 837, 840–60 (discussing the role of neutrality in prosecutorial decision-making).

10 See STEPHANOS BIBAS, THE MACHINERY OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE 50 (2012); see also Abbe Smith, Can You Be a Good Person and a Good Prosecutor?, 14 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 355, 397 (2001) (arguing that prosecutors’ decisions have the greatest effect on the legitimacy of the system).

11 There are a few exceptions. See, e.g., Susan W. Brenner & James Geoffrey Durham, Towards Resolving Prosecutor Conflicts of Interest, 6 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 415, 417 (1993) (arguing that the prosecutorial bar has failed to provide adequate ethical guidance on conflicts to line prosecutors); Laurie L. Levenson, Conflicts Over Conflicts: Challenges in Redrafting the ABA Standards for Criminal Justice on Conflicts of Interest, 38 HASTINGS CONST. L.Q. 879, 881 (2011) (presenting the forty “toughest questions” for prosecutorial ethicists); Beth Nolan, Removing Conflicts from the Administration of Justice: Conflicts of Interest and Independent Counsels Under the Ethics in Government Act, 79 GEO. L. J. 1, 5 (1990) (examining prosecutorial conflicts for independent counsels in the context of the Ethics in Government Act). For the most part, however, scholars address conflicts as an isolated problem. See e.g., Margaret H. Lemos & Max Minzner, For-Profit Public Enforcement, 127 HARV. L. REV. 853, 856–57 (2014) (arguing that government prosecutors have a personal interest in large financial recoveries); Kate Levine, Who
tors’ implicit biases might distort prosecutors’ exercise of discretion fail to identify this as a conflict of interest problem. An examination of conflicts of interest recasts implicit bias as a chronic problem. Viewing prosecutorial decision-making in this light helps in crafting a solution that addresses the entire set of problems in a systemic way, rather than analyzing individual cases as discrete symptoms.

The solution proposed in this Article targets the root of the problem. Drawing on experimentalism—a pragmatic philosophy that mandates that those who are closest to the facts should also be trained to think in a complex way about relevant norms and values—this Article argues that prosecutors should be more deliberate and transparent in how they execute decisions. Prosecutors’ work should be structured to encourage prosecutors to reflect on, memorialize, and address conflicts, including those arising from personal ambitions and institutional ties, that may distort prosecutors’ ability to ascertain and pursue the public interest. Internal decision-making processes can help prosecutors digest that information and calibrate their responses. By showing how prosecutors’ offices can acknowledge and minimize conflicts of interest, this Article addresses a fundamental flaw in prosecutorial decision-making.

The Article begins by exploring prosecutors’ conflicts of interest and the current system of regulation. Part I explains how unique and pervasive the problem is. Part II surveys the current regulatory system, demonstrating that it barely addresses the problem. Courts and other public institutions may require recusal or overturn convictions in extreme situations where prosecutors are clearly biased, but considerations of separation of powers and institutional competence make it difficult, if not impossible, for traditional regulators to manage prosecutors’ conflicts of interest effectively. Like prosecutorial decision-making in general, prosecutors’ conflicts remain largely unregulated.

The second half of the article turns to potential solutions. Part III argues that the solutions other scholars have proposed are partial, at best. Like efforts to treat a symptom of a disease, these solutions minimize how pervasive conflicts really are and overlook new problems created by their proposals.

See infra notes 17–89 and accompanying text.

See infra notes 96–176 and accompanying text.

See infra notes 177–236 and accompanying text.
Finally, Part IV develops an alternative solution. Adopting experimentalism as a theoretical framework, it argues that prosecutors’ offices can be redesigned to address conflicts of interest in an ongoing way. Rather than eradicating conflicts, prosecutors should seek to understand how their judgments can be distorted. They should grow sensitive to the complexity of the public interest and the difficulties inherent in pursuing it. Decisions should be made with a nuanced understanding of justice and fairness along with an awareness of how prosecutors’ personal interests may make that goal a difficult one to achieve. This internal deliberative model will allow prosecutors’ offices to learn from their mistakes and alter their approach in response.

I. DEFINING PROSECUTORS’ CONFLICTS

In the robust and expanding literature on prosecutorial abuses, prosecutors’ conflicts of interest only occasionally garner serious attention. There are at least three likely reasons. First, prosecutors’ conflicts of interest can be hard to identify, especially when they rest on subjective motivations. Second, their impact on prosecutors’ visible conduct is indirect and often speculative. Third, insofar as scholars examine prosecutorial conduct from a legal perspective, many conflicts are excluded because the applicable law has limited reach, and conflicts of interest within reach tend to be technical, trivial, or idiosyncratic.

Yet, prosecutors’ conflicts, broadly construed, are among the most significant problems of prosecutorial discretion. Prosecutors’ conflicts are pervasive. Prosecutors have personal-interest conflicts in every case, and the potential impact of prosecutors’ conflicts is broad. Prosecutors’ self-interest may improperly influence virtually all of their decisions, including the most important ones. Prosecutors’ conflicts of interest are difficult to counteract precisely

---

16 See infra notes 240–338 and accompanying text.
18 See infra notes 26–89 and accompanying text.
19 See infra notes 26–89 and accompanying text.
20 See infra notes 96–176.
because, as illustrated below, their existence is often hidden, sometimes even from prosecutors themselves, and their impact is hard to gauge. The law cannot effectively address the problem precisely because prosecutors’ conflicts are pervasive.

This Part shows that conflicts are foundational—the potential root of many other problems of prosecutorial abuse. Section A begins by defining two important categories of prosecutorial conflicts.22 Section B then examines pervasive individual conflicts that can affect prosecutorial decisions.23 Section C looks at another kind of prosecutorial conflict: those arising from the prosecutor’s allegiance to the institution.24 Section D explains why pervasive personal conflicts and institutional conflicts are ubiquitous across prosecutors’ offices.25

A. Defining Prosecutor Conflicts: Disinterestedness and the Public Interest

In general, a lawyer has a conflict of interest when the lawyer’s self-interest or the interests of another adversely affect the lawyer’s representation of the client.26 For disciplinary purposes and other legal purposes, the law generally focuses on interests that are likely to influence a lawyer in a manner that is materially adverse to the client.27 The law permits lawyers to ignore interests that may in theory affect the representation but where the risk is too conjectural or remote.28 Broadly construed, though, a conflict of interest can involve a situation where there is any reasonable possibility that a lawyer’s work in pursuit of a client’s interests will be impaired, regardless of how extensive one ultimately concludes the risk to be. This Article focuses on conflicts broadly construed.

The concept of a conflict of interest is necessarily different and more complex for prosecutors than for private lawyers because prosecutors do not have traditional clients.29 In a private representation, the lawyer ordinarily has an identifiable client who defines the objectives of the representation. The lawyer can judge whether, at least in theory, a personal interest may compromise her ability to achieve the client’s objectives. For prosecutors, however,
there is room for debate about how to identify the client. Some suggest that prosecutors represent the victim or the police in some literal sense. In that case, close alliances with the victim or law enforcement might not create a conflict but, to the contrary, might be said to strengthen the prosecutor’s loyalty. Nevertheless, the contemporary understanding is that prosecutors do not represent the victim or the police. Instead, they represent the government, state or locality, or the public in an abstract sense. Prosecutors therefore serve the public interest.

Like other public officials with ultimate decision-making authority, the chief prosecutor has broad discretion in determining the public interest and extremely limited oversight in the exercise of that discretion. Although there is much discussion about prosecutors’ general accountability to the public, prosecutors’ offices do not answer to anyone. They do not consult with a client. They do not follow orders from the President, governor, or other official on behalf of the public or the public entity. Prosecutors are more than trial lawyers. The chief prosecutor, who is elected in most states, is a public official who makes decisions on behalf of the government, state, or locality that a client would make in an ordinary representation. That does not mean that the elected prosecutor is his own client, however; the prosecutor is not the party in whose name prosecutions are brought. It simply means that the

---

30 See, e.g., John W. Stickels et al., Elected Texas District and County Attorneys’ Perceptions of Crime Victim Involvement in Criminal Prosecutions, 14 TEX. WESLEYAN L. REV. 1, 14 (2007) (“[M]any prosecutors indicated that they represent the crime victims in a prosecution.”).

31 See State ex rel. Romley v. Superior Court, 891 P.2d 246, 250 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1995) (“[The rule is well established that a prosecutor does not ‘represent’ the victim in a criminal trial; therefore, the victim is not a ‘client’ of the prosecutor.”) (collecting cases).

32 See, e.g., State v. Spano, 319 A.2d 217, 218 (N.J. 1974) (noting that “the prosecutor represents the government and people of the State” (citation omitted)); People v. Sterling, 449 N.Y.S.2d 574, 575 (Co. Ct. 1982) (reasoning that prosecutors represent the government as the State’s lawyers and are “charged with the duty to see that the laws are faithfully executed and enforced”).

33 See Young v. United States ex rel. Vuitton et Fils S.A., 481 U.S. 787, 804 (1987) (stating that prosecutors are “appointed solely to pursue the public interest in vindication of the court’s authority”); Town of Newton v. Rumery, 480 U.S. 386, 395 n.5 (1987) (“[T]he constituency of an elected prosecutor is the public, and such a prosecutor is likely to be influenced primarily by the general public interest.”); Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc., 446 U.S. 238, 249 (1980) (noting that prosecutors serve the public interest); In re Curtis, 656 N.E.2d 258, 259 n.2 (Ind. 1995) (explaining that “[f]or purposes of the Rules of Professional Conduct, a prosecutor’s client is the state”).


35 See Livas v. Petka, 711 F.2d 798, 801 (7th Cir. 1983) (“The public interest in the efficient administration of justice requires that decisions made by . . . assistant prosecutors conform with the broad objectives chosen by the prosecutor.”).
Prosecutor combines the fiduciary responsibilities of a public official with those of a lawyer-advocate.  

Because prosecutors themselves define the relevant public interests and objectives of a criminal investigation or prosecution, determining whether an interest is likely to distort the prosecutor’s judgment or conduct is complicated. For private lawyers, a conflicting interest is typically an interest or relationship that may make the lawyer disloyal to the client—that is, an interest that may divert the lawyer from serving the client’s interests or furthering the client’s objectives as defined by the client. For prosecutors, the idea of loyalty is more abstract and less salient.

The concept of disinterestedness rather than loyalty better captures the imperative for prosecutors. Prosecutors make hosts of decisions that are important to the defendant and the public, including discretionary decisions about whom to investigate and charge, what charges to bring, and what plea bargains to authorize. In making these decisions, prosecutors have a fiduciary obligation to act in the public interest, not in furtherance of private interests, including their own. Prosecutors are said to have a duty to “do justice,” which requires, among other things, impartiality, neutrality, and, especially, disinterestedness. As scholars of prosecutorial discretion repeatedly note,

36 See Haraguchi v. Superior Court, 182 P.3d 579, 582 (Cal. 2008) (“Prosecutors are public fiduciaries.”); Hollywood v. Superior Court, 182 P.3d 590, 599 (Cal. 2008) (observing that prosecutors have a “fiduciary obligation to exercise their discretionary duties fairly and justly”).
37 See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.7 cmt. 1 (“Loyalty and independent judgment are essential elements in the lawyer’s relationship to a client.”).
38 Vuitton, 481 U.S. at 814.
40 Berger, 295 U.S. at 88; State v. Sha, 193 N.W.2d 829, 831 (Minn. 1972); see Bruce A. Green, Why Should Prosecutors “Seek Justice”? , 26 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 607, 625–26 (1999) (providing justifications for the prosecutorial duty to seek justice).
42 People ex rel. Clancy v. Superior Court, 705 P.2d 347, 351 (Cal. 1985) (noting that government lawyer’s neutrality is not only “essential to a fair outcome for the litigants” but to the “proper function of the judicial process as a whole”); Green & Zacharias, supra note 9, at 847 n.40 (citing Michael W. McTigue, Jr., Court Got Your Tongue? Limitations on Attorney Speech in the Name of Federalism: Gentile v. State Bar, 72 B.U. L. REV. 657, 671 (1992) (“[S]tating that the public generally views prosecutors ‘as neutral parties . . . only interested in a just result.’”)).
43 See Wright v. United States, 732 F.2d 1048, 1056 (2d Cir. 1984) (“[The prosecutor] is not disinterested if he has . . . an axe to grind against the defendant, as distinguished from the appropriate interest that members of society have in bringing a defendant to justice with respect to the
this duty is hard to police because the vast majority of these decisions are judicially unreviewable.44

Those schooled in private lawyers’ conflicts might initially suppose that full-time prosecutors rarely have conflicts of interest, given the distinctive nature of their client and their work. Private lawyers most commonly have conflicts arising from their concurrent representation of multiple clients with competing interests. Full-time prosecutors, however, represent only a single client. Private lawyers also have occasional conflicts arising out of their business dealings with clients or out of other financial interests implicated by a representation. Such conflicts, although conceivable, would be unusual for prosecutors, who do not often have private business interests that might be affected by a criminal case.

The assumption that prosecutors are relatively immune from conflicts overlooks the significance of non-financial self-interest. One treatise, addressing private lawyers, observed that a lawyer may have a conflict arising not only from the lawyer’s past or current representations or from the lawyer’s financial interests but from any “of the lawyer’s political, social, and emotional interests, as well as the full spectrum of the lawyer’s thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and creeds.”45 This risk may be more intense and frequent for prosecutors. Broadly construed, prosecutorial conflicts of interest can include any personal or professional interests, relationships, or beliefs that might lead prosecutors to act in their own self-interest or in others’ interests, rather than disinterestedly. These might conceivably include personal or professional relationships, legal obligations or other motivations, inducements or incentives that might lead prosecutors to serve their own or other private interests in the context of a criminal investigation or prosecution. Prosecutors are expected to treat similarly situated individuals in roughly equal ways and not make decisions based on irrelevant considerations.46 Therefore, self-interest is a matter of concern whether it would tend to influence the prosecutor to favor or disfavor a particular suspect or defendant as compared with others in a comparable situation.

Some personal-interest conflicts relate to a particular prosecutor in an idiosyncratic way. For example, a prosecutor’s familial relationship to a defense...
ant or victim may undermine the prosecutor’s disinterestedness, leading the prosecutor to be unusually lenient where the defendant is a relative and unusually harsh where the victim is one. Close personal and professional relationships may present similar risks of bias and favoritism, varying with the nature and strength of the relationship. Likewise, the prosecutor’s own status as a victim of the defendant’s crime might motivate that particular prosecutor to seek vengeance, whereas other prosecutors with no experience with the crime might be more measured. As discussed in Part II, these are the kinds of prosecutorial conflicts most likely to come within the ambit of the law. Such conflicts are not a major concern because they occur infrequently and are easy to cure by assigning a different prosecutor within the office to the case.

Public attention, however, is increasingly focusing on two other kinds of prosecutorial conflicts: pervasive individual conflicts and institutional conflicts. Pervasive individual conflicts arise out of commonly shared personal interests that may influence the decision-making of all prosecutors in an office. Institutional conflicts arise from the prosecutor’s connection to the prosecutorial office as an institution rather than from any personal interest or relationship to another party.

To illustrate and distinguish these categories, consider the conflict-of-interest allegations that were directed at the elected local prosecutors and their subordinates who investigated alleged police killings of civilians in Ferguson, Staten Island, and Baltimore. The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, advocating for justice for the victims’ families, asserted in Ferguson that the prosecutors’ close professional and personal ties to police

47 NATIONAL PROSECUTION STANDARDS § 1-3.3(c) (NAT’L DIST. ATTORNEYS ASS’N, 3d ed., 2009) (“The prosecutor should excuse himself or herself from the investigation and prosecution of any person who is represented by a lawyer related to the prosecutor as a parent, child, sibling, spouse, or domestic partner, or who has a significant financial relationship with the prosecutor.”).

48 See, e.g., People ex rel. N.R., 139 P.3d 671, 677–78 (Colo. 2006) (accepting Colorado’s statutory basis for disqualification based on “special circumstances,” but rejecting premise that political indebtedness to campaign contributor was sufficient to require disqualification).

49 See generally Criminal Law—Prosecutorial Disqualification—Rhode Island Supreme Court Holds That Threats by Defendants Cannot Disqualify Prosecutors—State v. McManus, 941 A.2d 222 (R.I. 2008), 122 HARV. L. REV. 795 (2008) (discussing cases in various states where criminal defendants have threatened prosecutors and proposing prosecutorial disqualification for any resulting additional charges to combat bias).

50 See infra notes 96–176 and accompanying text.

51 Brenner and Durham classify prosecutors’ conflicts of interest differently, focusing on conflicts regulated by the disciplinary rules. See Brenner & Durham, supra note 11, at 432–33. They refer to three broad categories of conflicts, including “systems conflicts,” said to arise from the prosecutor’s roles as minister of justice, advocate, and elected official. Id. at 468–69. “Generic conflicts” arise from the prosecutor’s relationships with outsiders, such as former clients. Id. at 473. “Role conflicts” arise out of the role of part-time prosecutor. Id. at 483.
and police departments drove them to impermissibly favor the interests of the officers who were under investigation.\textsuperscript{52} The prosecutors’ failure to recuse themselves was characterized as either legal error or as evidence of the law’s inadequacy.\textsuperscript{53} In New York, the perceived deficiency prompted the Governor to issue an executive order reassigning responsibility for future cases to the state Attorney General’s Office, which is considered to be more independent from the local police.\textsuperscript{54} Although some alleged that the elected prosecutor in Ferguson had further personal connection to the police that might uniquely bias him, the most plausible objections in both cases related to conflicts that could be characterized as both pervasive individual conflicts and as institutional conflicts.\textsuperscript{55} First, any prosecutors who worked regularly with police

\textsuperscript{52} See Complaint Letter from Christi Griffin, The Ethics Project, to Alan Pratzel, Chief Disciplinary Counsel (Jan. 5, 2015) (arguing that the prosecution acted as “defense counsel” to Officer Wilson); Monroe Freedman & Paul Butler, Editorial, \textit{Ferguson Prosecutor Should Have Bowed Out}, NAT’L J. (Dec. 8, 2014), http://www.nationallawjournal.com/id=1202678248369/OpEd-Ferguson-Prosecutor-Should-Have-Bowed-Out?slreturn=20170216200129 [https://perma.cc/6V3W-LEAF] (arguing that both Ferguson and Staten Island prosecutors had disqualifying conflicts of interest); Frances Robles, \textit{St. Louis County Prosecutor Defends Objectivity}, N.Y. TIMES (Aug. 20, 2014), https://www.nytimes.com/2014/08/21/us/st-louis-county-prosecutor-defends-objectivity.html?_r=0 [https://perma.cc/D3T4-7T82] (noting that Ferguson prosecutor’s own father, a police officer, was murdered with his own gun in the line of duty). Following the police shooting of Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri, various individuals and organizations called for the St. Louis prosecutor, Robert McCulloch, to recuse himself or for the governor to appoint a special prosecutor in his place, alleging that McCulloch had conflicts of interest arising out of his relationship with the police department. Most significantly, the community alleged that McCulloch would be biased in favor of Darren Wilson, the police officer under investigation, because McCulloch dealt regularly with the police department. See Robles, supra.

Likewise, after police officers Daniel Pantaleo and Justin Damico allegedly choked Eric Garner to death in Staten Island, various individuals and organizations called for a special prosecutor to be appointed in place of the elected district attorney Daniel Donovan. See Complaint-Grievance at 5, Staten Island Branch of the Nat’l Ass’n for the Advancement of Colored People v. N.Y. Grievance Comm. for Second, Eleventh, & Thirteenth Judicial Districts, 31 N.Y.S.3d 782 (Sup. Ct. filed Dec. 17, 2014) (No. 3537-15) [hereinafter Staten Island Complaint-Grievance]. The allegations of conflicts of interest included both that he worked regularly and closely with the police department and that police officers made up a large portion of his voting constituency, as Staten Island has the highest proportion of police officers in the five New York City boroughs. See id. at 28–32.

\textsuperscript{53} Levine, \textit{supra} note 11, at 1149; Freedman & Butler, \textit{supra} note 52, at 30.

\textsuperscript{54} N.Y. COMP. CODES R. & REGS. tit. 9, § 8.147 (2016) (executive order directing New York Attorney General to appoint special prosecutor in cases of death of unarmed civilians caused by law enforcement).

officers in the jurisdiction had a personal interest in favoring the police officers who were on trial, in order to remain in other officers’ good graces.56 Second, the office’s institutional interest in currying favor with the police department might have affected a prosecutor who did not work with the police.57 These allegations contrasted with the idiosyncratic conflicts raised in Baltimore, where the arrested police officers and their union complained that the elected chief prosecutor had personal and political ties unique to her that created biases against the police who were charged with killing Freddie Gray.58

B. Pervasive Individual Conflicts

The conflict arising out of individual prosecutors’ relationship with police officers is far from the only example of a conflict that applies to prosecutors throughout an office. In federal cases, at one time, it was assumed that all prosecutors in the Department of Justice would have a conflict in cases involving high-ranking federal public officials because of the prosecutors’ identification with the interests of the executive branch. The Independent Counsel Act, which allowed federal judges to appoint private counsel to investigate high-ranking federal public officials, addressed this concern.59 When Congress let the law sunset, some critics of the law expressed confidence that senior career prosecutors were as capable as private lawyers of conducting investigations and prosecutions in a disinterested fashion in accordance with prevailing prosecutorial norms.60
One might argue, however, that, to varying degrees, virtually all prosecutors’ political preferences may influence their decision-making in cases involving public officials. Indeed, it is not unusual for critics to charge in such cases that prosecutors are biased, either because they are members of the same political party or because they are members of a different one.\(^{61}\) The charge may be stronger where the prosecutor’s political preference is more manifest or more strongly held. For example, congressional Republicans demanded that the Department of Justice under the Obama administration replace a career prosecutor who was investigating an IRS official’s potential wrongdoing.\(^{62}\) The legislators asserted that as a contributor to Democratic candidates, the prosecutor would impermissibly favor an executive branch employee.\(^{63}\) Presumably, the legislators would have been satisfied with a prosecutor who, although registered as a Democrat, did not make campaign contributions. That prosecutor, though, might hold an equally strong political preference that would be just as likely, or unlikely, to influence her discretionary decisions.

If conflicts of interest are broadly conceived to include any “political, social, and emotional interests” or “thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and creeds” that may affect the prosecutor’s decision-making, then a similar allegation could be made no matter which prosecutor is assigned to a criminal case with
political implications. A prosecutor who shares the defendant’s political affiliation might favor the defendant, just as a prosecutor who belongs to a different party might be biased against the defendant. Even when prosecutors are not registered as members of a political party, they may have relevant subjective political preferences, whether or not publicly expressed. The conflict of interest arising out of prosecutors’ political identification, a form of self-interest conflict, is likely to pervade a prosecution office because political leanings may influence any prosecutor to some degree, except in the unlikely event that the prosecutor is truly politically indifferent. Chief prosecutors, who attain their positions through political systems and who have ultimate responsibility for decisions within the prosecutor’s office, are especially unlikely to be politically disengaged.

C. Institutional Conflicts

Like conflicts of interest arising out of the relationship between prosecutors’ offices and police departments, conflicts inherent in the enforcement of certain forfeiture laws are institutional conflicts. Various federal and state laws allow prosecutors’ offices to keep and use portions of assets that criminal defendants forfeit as ill-gotten gain. Individual prosecutors may not pocket forfeited assets, but they may nevertheless identify with their office’s interest in obtaining them. The institutional interest gives prosecutors an in-

---

64 See HYLAND, supra note 45.

Asset forfeiture laws allow governments to seize money and property from individuals or entities after proving some connection to commission of an offense. Such laws are commonly deployed in drug cases, with proceeds often going directly to police and prosecutors, presenting obvious enforcement incentives. . . . Forfeiture proceeds are known to influence fiscal appropriations, with state and local budgets relying on seizure amounts in place of tax revenue.


66 See, e.g., 18 U.S.C. § 1963(e) (2012) (providing for civil forfeiture in racketeering cases); 18 U.S.C.A. § 981(e) (West 2016) (allowing Attorney General, Secretary of the Treasury, or Postal Service to distribute civil forfeiture penalties for various money laundering offenses); 21 U.S.C. § 881(e)(1)(A) (2012) (allowing Attorney General to disburse forfeiture penalties for drug offenses to agencies that participated in the seizure of the assets); IND. CODE § 34-24-1-3 (2016) (allowing local prosecutors to sue for reimbursement after return of forfeited assets); KAN. STAT. ANN. § 60-4117 (2017) (allowing the retention and sale of forfeited assets); N.J. STAT. ANN. § 2C:64-7 (West 2017) (providing that title of forfeited assets vests in entity funding the prosecutor).
centive to initiate cases in which forfeitable assets remain, while ignoring cases where the ill-gotten gain was spent. That is presumably the legislature’s intention when allowing prosecutors’ offices to share in forfeited assets. The forfeiture law also gives prosecutors an incentive to offer leniency to defendants in exchange for asset forfeiture in situations where similarly situated defendants without forfeitable assets might be treated more harshly. Conflicts of interest such as this one motivate the office as an institution and influence the prosecutors indirectly because of their identification with the office and their interest in the office’s success. In response to perceived abuses, some legislators have sought to amend forfeiture laws to direct forfeited assets into the general treasury, thereby eliminating prosecutors’ incentive to promote their offices’ financial interest.

White-collar cases can involve institutional conflicts when victimized corporations provide investigative assistance to the prosecution. In the most extreme and unusual cases, corporations pay prosecutors’ offices or pay their expenses to offset the cost of investigating. Defendants have sometimes raised legal challenges based on the prosecutors’ institutional incentive to pursue a corporate-funded prosecution when they might decline to prosecute otherwise identical cases. The premise is that the allegedly victimized corporation’s payment should be regarded as irrelevant to deciding which al-

67 See Eric Blumenson & Eva Nilsen, Policing for Profit: The Drug War’s Hidden Economic Agenda, 65 U. Chi. L. Rev. 35, 68 (1998) (“For prosecutors as well [as police], funding exigencies have preempted other considerations . . . . [P]rosecution may be contingent on the presence of forfeitable assets, rather than forfeiture being an incident of prosecution.”); Lemos & Minzner, supra note 11, at 897 (explaining that some commentators “worry that agencies will fail to internalize the full public benefits of rigorous enforcement and thus may forego promising enforcement opportunities that avaricious private litigants and lawyers would pursue”).


leged offender to pursue, but the institutional interest in conserving resources may inappropriately influence those individual prosecutors.\footnote{Similar concerns have not been raised, but could be, in the common situation where a corporation provides investigative help beyond what is legally required—for example, where its lawyers and other professionals conduct a multi-million dollar investigation in which they collect and review voluminous documents and conduct extensive interviews and then turn over their work product to prosecutors. Whether corporations provide cash or in-kind services, their contributions may provide an institutional incentive to pursue individual suspects in situations where similarly situated individuals would be overlooked.}

Likewise, an institutional conflict may be said to exist in cases where the prosecutor’s office is, or perceives itself to be, the victim. Obvious examples include where a witness in a case brought by the prosecutor’s office is believed to have committed perjury or where an individual in such a case may otherwise have obstructed justice. Perceiving that the office has an institutional interest in avenging the wrong, a prosecutor may proceed more zealously or harshly than in a similar case where a different prosecutor’s office was the victim.\footnote{Of course, even prosecutors in other offices may pursue these cases harshly out of appreciation for the impediment that perjury imposes for their work and out of some sense of identification with the victimized office. Thus, prosecutors may be more zealous when perjury occurs in criminal than in civil cases. Even so, though, a prosecutor who is further removed from the case where the wrongdoing occurred is likely to look at the conduct somewhat more dispassionately and objectively—i.e., disinterestedly.}

\textit{D. Why Prosecutorial Conflicts Are Ubiquitous}

Although cases involving police shootings, political actors, forfeitable assets, corporate investigations, and obstruction of the office’s prosecutions are significant, they comprise only a fraction of the prosecutorial docket. Even collectively, the interests implicated in these cases—affecting prosecutors individually or their offices institutionally—do not substantiate the claim that prosecutors’ conflicts may be at the root of nearly all prosecutorial evil. Certain other prosecutorial conflicts, however, apply to all prosecutors and affect all cases—namely, those arising from a prosecutor’s personal interest and office’s interest in their appearance to others. For individual prosecutors, this includes an interest in self-image, professional reputation, and, in many cases, career advancement within or outside the office.

When scholars of prosecutorial misconduct speculate about its causes, attention almost invariably turns to a failure of disinterestedness.\footnote{See Barkow, supra note 39, at 883 (“Prosecutors may feel the need to be able to point to a record of convictions and long sentences if they want to be promoted or to land high-powered jobs outside the government.”); Stephanos Bibas, Plea Bargaining Outside the Shadow of Trial, 117 HARV. L. REV. 2464, 2471 (2004) (asserting that prosecutors can be promoted more quickly with “good win-loss records”); Sarah Helene Duggin, The McNulty Memorandum, the KPMG Decision...}
lem is not always labeled a conflict of interest, perhaps because the conflict is not one the law recognizes. Even so, the prevailing assumption is not that prosecutors who abuse their power are ignorant of the applicable norms or venal, but that, in most cases, the prosecutors are motivated, consciously or unconsciously, to serve self-interests rather than the public interest. This is, by definition, a conflict of interest.

In some cases, a particular prosecutor’s interest in personal advancement may seem highly specific and idiosyncratic. For example, it may be argued that an elected prosecutor’s decisions will be affected by the interest in reelection or in advancing to other public office, while a subordinate prosecutor will be unaffected. Even in this example, however, subordinate prosecutors’ judgments may be distorted as well because of their personal interest in pleasing their superiors.

More importantly, on a general level, virtually all prosecutors have a personal interest in appearing successful—to themselves if not to others in their offices and beyond. Every prosecutor wants to appear competent, skilled, and prudent. Some may also have an interest in conveying toughness or strength. Even prosecutors who do not seek professional advancement are jealous of their professional reputation. This broad self-interest can come into play in every criminal case in ways that are inconsistent with the expectations

and Corporate Cooperation: Individual Rights and Legal Ethics, 21 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 341, 393 (2008) (observing that “prosecutors do not get ahead in the government, or further their own career ambitions, on the basis of decisions not to prosecute”); Dan M. Kahan, Three Conceptions of Federal Criminal-Lawmaking, 1 BUFF. CRIM. L. REV. 5, 15–16 (1997) (maintaining that prosecutors’ political ambitions lead them to bring cases based on overly aggressive interpretations of criminal statutes).

73 See Green & Zacharias, supra note 9, at 847–52 (arguing that prosecutors face unconscious biases rising from personal beliefs, personal and economic self-interests, and political pressures).

74 See, e.g., Brenner & Durham, supra note 11, at 469–72 (arguing that prosecutors’ conflicts of interest arising out of electoral ambitions are an “actual conflict,” which the rules of professional conduct should regulate); see also Adam S. Zimmerman & David M. Jaros, The Criminal Class Action, 159 U. PA. L. REV. 1385, 1399 (2011) (noting that “[p]olitically ambitious prosecutors” may make decisions that “prioritize . . . big headlines”); cf. Ben Trachtenberg, No, You “Stand Up”: Why Prosecutors Should Stop Hiding Behind Grand Juries, 80 MO. L. REV. 1099, 1107 (2015) (“If a prosecutor believes that political realities—that is, the desire to win reelection—preclude her from offering a straightforward defense of her decision not to bring charges in a particular case, she is free to recuse herself.”).

75 See generally J. Vincent Aprile II, May Practicing Prosecutors Ethically Run for Judgeships?, CRIM. JUST., Spring 2015, at 31 (noting significant ethical challenges for prosecutors running for elected judicial office).

76 See, e.g., William J. Stuntz, The Pathological Politics of Criminal Law, 100 MICH. L. REV. 505, 535 (2001) (suggesting that subordinate prosecutors who seek the prosecutor’s favor have a vicarious interest in making decisions with an eye toward the voting public).
of disinterested prosecution.\textsuperscript{77} For example, once a prosecutor has charged a defendant or otherwise publicly asserted that a defendant is guilty, dropping the charges may be viewed as a public concession that the prosecutor previously made a mistake. Prosecutors’ personal interest in their public image undermines their ability to view evidence objectively. This may explain some prosecutors’ failure to avert or correct wrongful convictions. Prosecutors’ self-interest provides an incentive to continue cases once they are initiated even if new evidence casts doubt on the defendant’s guilt. Likewise, prosecutors might fail to admit reversible errors due to their interest in preserving their image both in their own eyes and that of the public.\textsuperscript{78} These examples reflect not only pervasive personal-interest conflicts, but also institutional conflicts, because the office as an institution has a similar interest in avoiding embarrassment. Even if a prosecutor overseeing a post-conviction investigation was not involved in the original prosecution, the prosecutor may be concerned with the office’s interest in avoiding public opprobrium from having convicted an innocent person.\textsuperscript{79}

Furthermore, given that prosecutors, like private lawyers, may be improperly influenced by private “thoughts, beliefs, feelings, and creeds” that diverge from the ordinary, prevailing professional understandings, virtually every prosecutor with discretionary authority has a conflict of interest arising out of their unique preferences.\textsuperscript{80} The interest in advancing personally subjective preferences may potentially improperly influence, if only subtly, every prosecutor’s decision to investigate or charge an individual, what charges to bring, or what sentence to pursue, whenever those preferences are not perfectly aligned with the public interest.

In May 2014, an assistant state prosecutor from Orlando posted derogatory opinions of the city and its residents that were characterized as “racially insensitive” and perceived as demonstrating “inherent racial bias.” The prosecutor posted another such remark in June 2016 following the tragic shooting


\textsuperscript{78} See Daniel S. Medwed, The Zeal Deal: Prosecutorial Resistance to Post-Conviction Claims of Innocence, 84 B.U. L. REV. 125, 134 (2004) (arguing that win-loss records provide one of the only quantitative measures of a prosecutor’s job performance, and that these statistics lead to resistance from prosecutors to claims of actual innocence).


\textsuperscript{80} See HYLAND, supra note 45.
at the Pulse nightclub. 81 In response, a lawyer for the family of a rape and murder victim asked the prosecutor’s office to remove the assistant prosecutor from the prosecution of the alleged perpetrator, expressing concern about whether the prosecutor’s advocacy would be affected by “his personal opinion of [the victim’s] race, choice of downtown address, and life choices.” 82 Although a 2014 review by the prosecutor’s office was unable to determine that the prosecutor’s opinions adversely affected his discretionary decision-making, it suspended and then fired him two years later for violating the office’s social media policy. 83 As this incident reflects, one might reasonably worry that a prosecutor’s illegitimate racial and class biases, or other illegitimate subjective beliefs and preferences, could adversely affect the prosecutor’s discretionary decisions in ways that are not readily discernible.

Prosecutors’ commitment to philosophical preferences might also be thought to give rise to a conflict. This was allegedly the case in the mid-1990s when the Bronx District Attorney publicly expressed opposition to the death penalty. In 1995, after New York reinstated the death penalty, the elected prosecutor in the Bronx publicly announced an unwillingness to seek it in eligible murder cases. He later explained that this decision was based upon “his ‘intense respect for the value and sanctity of human life,’ his fear of convicting an innocent person, and his skepticism regarding the death penalty’s deterrent effect and the fairness of its application,” as well as his belief that “the commitment of time and resources required by a death penalty prosecution were [not] worthwhile given the uncertainty that a jury would impose it or that its imposition would be upheld on appeal.” 84 The next year, after a police officer was killed in the Bronx, the Governor issued an executive order removing the Bronx District Attorney from the prosecution of the alleged assailant and assigning the case to another prosecutor; the courts upheld the

82 Letter from Abe George, supra note 81.
84 Jonathan DeMay, A District Attorney’s Decision Whether to Seek the Death Penalty: Toward an Improved Process, 26 FORDHAM URB. L.J. 767, 768 n.6 (1999) (quoting In re Johnson v. Pataki, No. 1714/96, slip op. at 5 (N.Y. Sup. Ct., July 9, 1996) (citations omitted)).
order. The Governor’s rationale was that, in effect, the District Attorney had a conflict of interest—that is, a philosophical preference that influenced him to act inconsistently with the faithful execution of the criminal law. Although a disinterested prosecutor, weighing all the circumstances, might decline to seek the death penalty in individual death-penalty eligible cases for legally legitimate reasons, the Governor’s assumption was that the Bronx District Attorney’s subjective preferences, leading to a declination in every eligible case, were illegitimate.

In many cases, prosecutors’ predispositions, preferences, and philosophies will not be publicly evident because they will not be reflected in public postings and announcements, and, if evident, their effect on prosecutors’ decision-making may not be traceable because prosecutors need not explain their decisions and rarely do so. Moreover, in some cases, prosecutors’ subjective preferences and their influence may be hidden from prosecutors themselves. The professional literature has traditionally assumed that private lawyers’ conflicting interests can influence their exercise of professional judgment in unconscious ways. This is no less true for prosecutors. The contemporary social science literature on cognitive and implicit biases reinforces this insight. Although prosecutors’ cognitive biases do not invariably arise out of self-interest, there is a close connection in some situations between prosecutors’ personal interest conflicts and cognitive biases. For example, insofar as a prosecutor is influenced unconsciously to minimize the significance of new exculpatory evidence, in order to avoid acknowledging a mistake in charging or trying the case, one might characterize this as an example of implicit bias. One might equally characterize this, though, as a conflict arising

out of the prosecutor’s self-interest that may influence decision-making in ways of which the prosecutor is unaware.89

None of this is to say that, in all of the examples described above, the particular pervasive or institutional conflict of interest necessarily skewed the prosecutors’ judgment or that the risk to prosecutorial disinterestedness is so significant in all these examples that the law should intervene, assuming a legal remedy could be found. Broadly speaking, however, prosecutorial conflicts are ubiquitous. They threaten prosecutors’ exercise of discretion in all cases and pose multiple threats in some cases. They ought to be taken seriously, if not by the law, then by prosecutors’ offices as a matter of internal self-governance.

II. THE LAW OF PROSECUTORS’ CONFLICTS

This Part reviews the legal frameworks governing prosecutors’ conflicts in the five principal procedural contexts in which they arise: (A) disciplinary actions against the prosecutor directly and personally;90 (B) defendants’ applications to dismiss an indictment or overturn a conviction;91 (C) judicial rulings and executive orders disqualifying or replacing prosecutors with perceived conflicts,92 (D) prosecutors’ voluntary recusal as a matter of self-governance;93 and (E) judicial review of legislation that arguably gives rise to prosecutors’ conflicts.94 Section F will provide concluding thoughts.95 Despite these many outlets for judicial oversight, courts rarely displace prosecutors or afford other remedies when prosecutors have what might conventionally be regarded as a conflict of interest—in other words, in situations such as those identified in Part I where prosecutors appear to have a significant incentive to make decisions or otherwise act for self-interested or illegitimate reasons.

A. Professional Discipline

A prosecutor’s conflict might be raised in a disciplinary action or other action against the prosecutor personally. For example, a lawyer disciplinary authority might seek to punish a prosecutor who allegedly had an impermis-

---

89 For a discussion of the significance of social science research for criminal defense lawyers’ conflicts of interest, see Eldred, supra note 86.
90 See infra notes 96–114 and accompanying text.
91 See infra notes 115–128 and accompanying text.
92 See infra notes 129–150 and accompanying text.
93 See infra notes 151–161 and accompanying text.
94 See infra notes 162–171 and accompanying text.
95 See infra notes 172–176 and accompanying text.
sible conflict of interest. 96 Alternatively, an internal regulatory authority or executive branch authority such as, in the case of federal prosecutors, the U.S. Department of Justice’s Office of Professional Responsibility, may pursue discipline. 97 A prosecutor’s office may also discipline a subordinate prosecutor with conflicts of interest. 98 In extreme cases, such as when there are allegations of corruption, a prosecutor’s conflict of interest may even become the predicate for a criminal prosecution. 99

In the professional disciplinary setting, where direct actions for prosecutorial misconduct are most likely to be pursued, rules that state supreme courts have adopted to govern members of their bar have established the standard of conduct. 100 On their face, professional conduct rules apply to all lawyers, including prosecutors. Under state conflict rules based on the American Bar Association’s (“ABA”) Model Rule of Professional Conduct 1.7(a)(2), lawyers have a conflict of interest when “there is a significant risk that the representation of one or more clients will be materially limited by the lawyer’s responsibilities to another client, a former client or a third person or by a personal interest of the lawyer.” 101 In such circumstances, the representation may be permissible with the client’s informed consent if it is likely that the lawyer can provide competent representation notwithstanding the conflict. 102

Prosecutors are rarely disciplined for anything, much less for conflicts of interest. 103 Prosecutors have occasionally been sanctioned for obvious conflicts arising out of their duties to current or former private clients (or, in the

---

98 See supra notes 81–83 and accompanying text (describing termination of assistant prosecutor for racist social media posts).
99 See United States v. Paulus, 331 F. Supp. 2d 727, 729 (E.D. Wis. 2004) (explaining upward departure in sentencing for prosecutor who was convicted of misconduct for accepting twenty-two bribes in connection with cases he prosecuted); In re Reinstatement of Hird, 364 P.3d 628, 631 n.5 (Okla. 2015) (“[The prosecutor] received federal felony convictions for multiple instances of accepting bribes or conspiring to accept bribes in return for interference in pending criminal investigations and litigation in his capacity as . . . a prosecutor . . . .”)
100 In the case of internal discipline, prosecutors might also be subject to internal rules, regulations, or policies.
101 MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.7(a)(2) (AM. BAR ASS’N, 2016).
102 Id. at (b)(1), (b)(4).
103 Fred C. Zacharias, The Professional Discipline of Prosecutors, 79 N.C. L. REV. 721, 723 (2001) (noting “the rarity of discipline”). Because lawyers in some jurisdictions can be disciplined privately, it is impossible to identify all disciplinary proceedings against prosecutors. Internal discipline is also likely to be private.
case of part-time prosecutors, duties to current clients). Professional discipline has played little role in addressing prosecutors’ conflicts arising out of non-financial self-interest and no role in addressing conflicts arising out of prosecutors’ institutional self-interest. For example, although some academics and members of the public recently argued that ethics rules should be read to forbid elected prosecutors from investigating killings by members of the police department with which the prosecutor’s office regularly works, no disciplinary authority initiated proceedings on this basis.

Perhaps the boldest disciplinary application of the conflict rules to prosecutors occurred in the proceedings against the Maricopa, Arizona County Attorney, Andrew Thomas, and his deputy, who were ultimately disbarred for a host of wrongs, conflicts of interest among them. The conflict charges grew out of their prosecutions of the County Supervisor who was Thomas’s political nemesis and of a judge who had ruled against Thomas’s office. From the fact that the prosecutions were brought without evidentiary support and from other improprieties, the disciplinary judge inferred that personal animosity motivated Thomas, amounting to a conflicting interest under the disciplinary rule. The conflict of interest paled in comparison to the prosecutors’

---

104 See *In re* Ridgely, 106 A.2d 527, 528–30 (Del. 1954) (disciplining lawyer for prosecuting case while representing the victim in related civil litigation); *In re* Cole, 738 N.E.2d 1035, 1037–38 (Ind. 2000) (disciplining part-time prosecutor for appearing as a prosecutor in cases involving private clients); *In re* Toups, 773 So. 2d 709, 711–12, 715 (La. 2000) (sanctioning part-time district attorney for appearing as prosecutor against ex-spouse of his private divorce client); Va. State Bar v. Gunter, 11 Va. Cir. 349 (1969) (reprimanding part-time prosecutor who filed bigamy charge while representing the defendant’s wife in a divorce action). Prosecuting cases involving private clients risks disloyalty to both the private client (who may perceive that his lawyer is being disloyal by appearing against him) and the public (because of the likelihood that the prosecutor will favor the client). See generally Roger A. Fairfax, Jr., *Delegation of the Criminal Prosecution Function to Private Actors*, 43 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 411 (2009) (exploring whether it is appropriate to delegate criminal prosecutorial authority to private actors); Richard H. Underwood, *Part-time Prosecutors and Conflicts of Interest: A Survey and Some Proposals*, 81 KY. L.J. 1 (1992–93) (attempting to provide guidelines for the private attorney navigating conflicts of interest when acting as a prosecutor).

105 Levine, *supra* note 11; Freedman & Butler, *supra* note 52; see also Peter A. Joy & Kevin C. McMunigal, *Prosecutorial Conflicts of Interest and Excessive Use of Force by Police*, CRIM. JUST., Summer 2015, at 47, 53 (proposing that ethics committees issue opinions to “provide a stronger basis for possible discipline against prosecutors who ignore this type of conflict”).

106 See *supra* note 52 and accompanying text (examining the lack of disciplinary proceedings after prosecutors failed to secure grand jury indictments in the Eric Garner and Michael Brown cases); see also McCall v. Devine, 777 N.E.2d 405, 417 (Ill. App. Ct. 2002) (concluding that prosecutor and police department were not so linked as to prevent the prosecutor from conducting an impartial prosecution).


108 Id. at ¶¶ 105–109, 300–302, 483–485.
other disciplinary misconduct, but the conflict did serve to explain the prosecutors’ motivation for the baseless prosecutions and other wrongdoing.

It is hard to know how much to make of this. Had incriminating evidence adequately supported the prosecutions of the County Supervisor and judge, it seems doubtful that Thomas would have been sanctioned for proceeding against a political foe, even if, in theory, there remained the same risk that the prosecutor’s discretionary judgments would be distorted.

It is uncertain whether any prosecutors other than these two in Arizona have ever been publicly disciplined for prosecuting a case on the ground that purely subjective motivations such as antipathy toward a political rival may have undermined disinterestedness. Disciplinary authorities have overlooked notorious cases where prosecutors’ personal ambitions and political preferences may have influenced their judgment. For example, in a federal appeals decision rejecting a grievance filed against Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr based in part on an alleged conflict of interest, a concurring judge described the history in government corruption cases of appointing prosecutors from “highly partisan backgrounds and [with] strong personal political ambitions.” The concurrence maintained that both the costs of judicial intervention and the benefits provided by appointing politically engaged lawyers from the private bar counseled against judicial disciplinary oversight: “If judges undertake to ‘investigate the investigators,’ using vague standards such as apparent political conflict of interest, it will inevitably politicize the judiciary and weaken legitimate efforts to weed out [government] misconduct.”

As the decision in Independent Counsel Starr’s case illustrates, there are procedural and substantive reasons why disciplinary authorities, and the courts that oversee them, eschew professional discipline as a mechanism for addressing prosecutors’ conflicts arising out of political preferences or other pervasive or institutional conflicts. Notably, Rule 1.7(a)(2) does not apply to all of the situations described in Part I in which, from a lay perspective, a prosecutor may have an incentive to subordinate the public interest to personal or institutional interests. The rule applies only where there is a “significant risk” that the lawyer’s self-interest will compromise the lawyer’s professional work. There is no foolproof barometer for measuring risk. Deciding whether a prosecutor or other lawyer has a conflict of interest that creates a

---

109 Starr v. Mandanici, 152 F.3d 741, 743 (8th Cir. 1998) (dismissing ethics charge brought in federal court alleging that Independent Counsel Kenneth Starr violated conflicts of interest rules during the Whitewater investigation).
110 Id. at 754 (Loken, J., concurring).
111 Id. at 755–56.
112 MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT 1.7(a)
significant risk requires a judgment informed by common sense, experience, and conventional professional understandings. Disciplinary authorities are unlikely to proceed against prosecutors in recurring situations involving arguable conflicts for which prosecutors have not conventionally been sanctioned. Moreover, prosecutors’ decisions about how to address arguable conflicts typically reflect an institutional judgment for which it may seem inappropriate to punish a lawyer personally.

Disciplinary authorities might also hesitate to address prosecutors’ conflicts because of uncertainty about how the rules apply when the conflict does not arise out of a former or concurrent representation of private clients. It might be argued that, if anything, the conflict rule should be applied particularly forcefully to self-interested prosecutors given prosecutors’ power and the absence of any check on their use of it. Disciplinary authorities might also hesitate to address prosecutors’ conflicts because of uncertainty about how the rules apply when the conflict does not arise out of a former or concurrent representation of private clients. It might be argued that, if anything, the conflict rule should be applied particularly forcefully to self-interested prosecutors given prosecutors’ power and the absence of any check on their use of it. The conflict rules, however, are often read in light of the client’s sophistication and the extent to which the client needs protection. The prosecutor’s client—the sovereignty—is among the most powerful and sophisticated clients, least in need of protection, and most capable of creating internal rules to protect against prosecutorial self-interest. Finally, it would be especially problematic to apply the imputed disqualification rule so as to require a prosecutor’s entire office to be replaced. Interpreting conflict rules to require the substitution of an unelected lawyer for a democratically elected prosecutor is very different from interpreting them to require replacing one private law firm with another.

B. Overturning Indictments or Convictions

When the prosecutor involved in a criminal case has a conflict of interest, the defense may argue that the indictment or conviction should be set aside based on the due process right to a disinterested prosecutor. Considerations such as these were once the predicate of a view that the government cannot consent to conflicts of interest to which individuals ordinarily could consent. See, e.g., West Virginia ex rel. Bailey v. Facemire, 413 S.E.2d 183, 189 (W. Va. 1991) (noting that government “cannot consent to conflicts”); N.Y. State Bar Ass’n, Comm. on Prof’l Ethics, Op. 654 n.4 (1993) (“[C]lient consent . . . is not available . . . because there is no mechanism by which the People, whom the district attorney represents in prosecuting criminal cases, may meaningfully consent.”). Interpreting conflict rules to require the substitution of an unelected lawyer for a democratically elected prosecutor is very different from interpreting them to require replacing one private law firm with another.

113 Considerations such as these were once the predicate of a view that the government cannot consent to conflicts of interest to which individuals ordinarily could consent. See, e.g., West Virginia ex rel. Bailey v. Facemire, 413 S.E.2d 183, 189 (W. Va. 1991) (noting that government “cannot consent to conflicts”); N.Y. State Bar Ass’n, Comm. on Prof’l Ethics, Op. 654 n.4 (1993) (“[C]lient consent . . . is not available . . . because there is no mechanism by which the People, whom the district attorney represents in prosecuting criminal cases, may meaningfully consent.”).

114 See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.10(a) (imputing a conflict of one lawyer to all lawyers who “are associated in a firm”) See People v. Zimmer, 414 N.E.2d 705, 706 (N.Y. 1980) (reversing criminal conviction and dismissing indictment where district attorney, “at the time he presented the case to the Grand Jury, was also counsel to and a stockholder of the corporation” that the defendant allegedly victimized); People v. Baker, 472 N.Y.S.2d 57, 57 (App. Div. 1984), appeal dismissed, 64 N.Y.2d 1027 (1985) (reversing sodomy conviction and dismissing indictment where assistant district attorney who presented case to grand jury was “the stepmother of the corroborating witness and friend of the two victims”). In most cases setting aside convictions for prosecutorial conflicts, the problem has not been a lack of disinterestedness but that the prosecutor was in a position to ex-
lower federal courts have recognized this constitutional right.\textsuperscript{116} Without finding a constitutional violation, a court may also set aside an indictment or a conviction based on its inherent authority to ensure fair process in criminal cases.\textsuperscript{117} Either way, courts ordinarily hesitate to grant a remedy, especially reversal of a criminal conviction, unless the prosecutor’s conflict was serious, both because there is an interest in judicial economy and finality and because many courts defer to prosecutors on questions of prosecutorial administration unrelated to courtroom conduct.

The leading Supreme Court decision is 1987’s \textit{Young v. United States ex rel. Vuittion et Fils S.A.}, in which a federal district judge appointed a manufacturer’s lawyers to prosecute individuals who had violated a judicial injunction against infringing the manufacturer’s trademark.\textsuperscript{118} Although trial courts do not generally have authority to appoint prosecutors, they may do so to redress disobedience to the court. The district court could have appointed a member of the private bar with no relationship to the controversy, but it saw an obvious benefit to appointing the manufacturer’s lawyers, who were familiar with the facts and willing to work without government compensation. The problem, of course, was that professional duty bound these lawyers to the victim and therefore motivated the lawyers to make prosecutorial decisions to further the victim’s interests, which might not entirely coincide with the public interest. Here, the manufacturer’s lawyers prosecuted four individuals, securing convictions and prison sentences of up to five years.

Rather than deciding whether prosecution by the corporate victim’s lawyers violated due process, the Court invoked its supervisory authority over federal criminal justice to overturn the convictions, holding that the manufacturer’s lawyers did not meet “[t]he requirement of a disinterested prosecutor.”\textsuperscript{119} The Court recognized that, although prosecutors need not be as disinterested as judges, their responsibility is to pursue solely the public interest.\textsuperscript{120} The Court noted that, to prevent federal prosecutors from compromising the public interest, they must abide by not only the conflict of interest rules of the ABA’s model ethics code, but also by federal law forbidding them from overseeing matters “in which they, their family, or their business associates have

\textsuperscript{117} See Zimmer, 414 N.E.2d at 706.
\textsuperscript{118} See, e.g., Wright v. United States, 732 F.2d 1048, 1057 (2d Cir. 1984) (rejecting appellant’s due process claim but noting that other circuits recognize such claims); In re Goodman, 210 S.W.3d 805, 808 (Tex. Ct. App. 2006) (applying due process framework).
\textsuperscript{119} Id. at 808–09.
\textsuperscript{120} Id. at 803–04, 807.
any interest."121 Federal prosecutors complying with this restriction would not have found themselves in a situation comparable to that of the court-appointed private lawyers, who owed a fiduciary duty of loyalty to a private client, the victimized manufacturer. The lawyers’ duty to the manufacturer legally bound them to take account of its interests.122 Whether or not the lawyers engaged in any actual misconduct, the Court decided there was an “intolerable” risk that in making discretionary decisions about what investigative methods to employ, and about whom to investigate, whom to prosecute or whether to plea bargain, the lawyers would be improperly motivated by their private client’s interests.123

Defense lawyers may have been heartened by the Court’s expectation of prosecutorial disinterestedness. In hindsight, however, *Vuitton* did not dictate either a robust right to a disinterested prosecutor or a strong judicial role in regulating prosecutors’ conflicts of interest. The court-appointed prosecutors had an egregious conflict; they could not serve the public disinterestedly without betraying the private client, and vice versa. Even so, the Court declined to hold that there was a due process right to a disinterested prosecutor.124

The Court in *Vuitton* also left undecided whether a due process right, if it exists, would lead to a meaningful remedy, or whether defendants would

---

121 *Id.* (citing 18 U.S.C. § 208(a) (2012)).
122 *Id.* at 807 n.18.
123 *Id.*
124 *See id.* at 814–15 (Blackmun, J., concurring) (arguing that the Court should have “[gone] further” and held the appointment of the victim’s lawyers to be a due process violation). Among other things, the decision left open the constitutionality of private prosecutions. *See id.* at 814 (majority opinion) (holding only that private attorneys prosecuting contempt proceedings while also representing an aggrieved party violate the requirement of a disinterested prosecutor). The use of private prosecutors, typically employed by victims or their families or by individuals with potential civil lawsuits that will benefit from a criminal conviction, predates the American Revolution and has continued through the nineteenth century in many states and remains at least a theoretical possibility in some states today. *See* John D. Bessler, *The Public Interest and the Unconstitutionality of Private Prosecutors*, 47 ARK. L. REV. 511, 515–21 (1994) (tracing history of private prosecutors). Since the nineteenth century, some state courts have held that a private lawyer, paid by an individual, may not serve as a prosecutor. *See*, e.g., Commonwealth v. Williams, 56 Mass. (2 Cush.) 582, 585 (1849) (holding that private prosecutors may not, “[a]s a general rule,” participate in criminal prosecutions if they receive “pecuniary compensation,” and that any case involving a private counselor in public prosecution must remain in the public prosecutor’s charge); Meister v. People, 31 Mich. 99, 103–04 (1875) (concluding that statute requiring public prosecutor reflected legislative intent to preclude private prosecutions); Biemel v. State, 37 N.W. 244, 245–46 (Wis. 1888) (concluding that public policy forbids private prosecutions). *But see* Bessler, *supra*, at 519 n.29 (citing state authority allowing private prosecutions). Had the Court decided *Vuitton* based on due process rather than judicial supervisory authority, the practice of private prosecutions would have been called into serious question, whereas after *Vuitton*, some states continued to allow private prosecutors, even if in most cases those private prosecutors were subject to the elected prosecutor’s consent and supervision. Bessler, *supra*, at 529–43.
have the virtually insurmountable burden of proving that the conflict adversely affected the prosecutor’s decision-making. In 1967, the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals in *Ganger v. Peyton*, a frequently cited federal appellate decision, held that a prosecutorial conflict, amounting to a denial of due process, required overturning a conviction unless the prosecution could prove the violation was harmless beyond a reasonable doubt.\(^{125}\) The court reasoned that a conflict’s impact on the exercise of discretion is hard to ascertain, but apparently assumed that prosecutors can sometimes prove that they were unaffected.\(^{126}\) Other courts have held that an impermissible prosecutorial conflict will result in automatic dismissal of an indictment or reversal of a conviction.\(^{127}\) Some, though, have held that due process is not violated unless the defendant can show “actual prejudice,” meaning that the prosecutor’s conflict led the prosecutor to exercise discretion more harshly than if he had been disinterested.\(^{128}\) This is nearly impossible to show, given that there is no discovery of prosecutors’ internal decision-making and, in any event, prosecutors themselves may be unaware of the cognitive impact of a conflict.

C. Disqualification by the Court or Executive

When a prosecutor in a criminal case has a conflict of interest, the court may disqualify the prosecutor, and, in some jurisdictions, the executive may seek to appoint an alternative prosecutor or the Attorney General may intervene to substitute for the local prosecutor. Like professional discipline and judicial remedies in criminal cases, these actions are undertaken sparingly.

1. Disqualification by the Court

Disqualification motions are occasionally filed in criminal cases, although less frequently than in civil cases. In some states, criminal procedure rules establish courts’ authority to disqualify prosecutors with conflicts of

\(^{125}\) 379 F.2d 709, 714–15 (4th Cir. 1967).
\(^{126}\) See id. at 712, 714 (confining harm analysis to particular facts of the case).
\(^{127}\) Sinclair v. State, 363 A.2d 468, 475 (Md. 1976) (“[I]f a prosecutor who should have been disqualified is involved in his official capacity in the bringing of charges . . . against the defendant, then upon timely objection the charges will be dismissed, or if such a prosecutor participates in his official capacity in the prosecution of the case, then upon timely objection any resulting conviction will be reversed and a new trial ordered.”); see also *Vuitton*, 481 U.S. at 810 (“An error is fundamental if it undermines confidence in the integrity of the criminal proceeding. The appointment of an interested prosecutor raises such doubts.”) (citations omitted).
\(^{128}\) See, e.g., Commonwealth v. Dunlap, 377 A.2d 975, 975 (Pa. 1977) (Roberts, J., dissenting) (dissenting from per curiam opinion of an equally divided court affirming by default a trial judge’s ruling that defendant failed to prove the he was actually prejudiced because of the prosecutor’s conflict).
interest.129 Where there is no applicable legislation, courts may invoke their inherent authority to regulate the bar, as they do in civil litigation, to justify granting a disqualification motion. Whether legislative authority supersedes inherent judicial authority is an open question.130

Courts have rejected arguments that separation-of-powers principles entirely preclude invoking supervisory authority to disqualify duly elected prosecutors.131 Courts are not, however, indifferent to separation-of-powers considerations and take varying views of the extent of their authority.132 Texas

---


130 Eli Wald has argued that state statutes cannot restrict courts’ exercise of inherent authority to disqualify based on conflicts of interest. See Eli Wald, Disqualifying a District Attorney When a Government Witness Was Once the District Attorney’s Client: The Law Between the Courts and the State, 85 DENV. U.L. REV. 369, 377–81 (2007). This is not so clear, however. In some states, legislatures are barred from encroaching on judicial authority to regulate lawyers, but not in all. Further, whether to disqualify a prosecutor based on a conflict does not seem like a question of regulation of the bar so much as a question of regulation of criminal process; decisions about who can prosecute reflect underlying policy considerations about criminal justice, expertise, and accountability as much as they reflect considerations about regulation of lawyers.

131 See, e.g., People v. Superior Court of Contra Costa Cty., 561 P.2d 1164, 1169 (Cal. 1977) (rejecting separation-of-powers challenge to judicial inherent authority based on state constitution). Although courts universally assume that they have some authority to regulate prosecutors’ conflicts, the strong separation-of-powers argument is not implausible. Absent constitutional authority, courts do not review prosecutors’ charging decisions and are deferential to many other discretionary decisions based on separation-of-powers considerations. The deferential standard of judicial review of prosecutorial decision-making makes it particularly important that prosecutors be disinterested. Nevertheless, one can argue that the question of whether the prosecutor is sufficiently disinterested or should be recused is just one more discretion in prosecutorial judgment to which courts should defer. Moreover, the decision whether a prosecutor is disinterested relates primarily to the prosecutor’s role as a public official, making decisions that are traditionally made by the client, not to the prosecutor’s role as courtroom advocate. Courts have a stronger justification for regulating prosecutors’ work as advocates than for regulating their work as official decision makers. Arguably, prosecutors’ conflicts as public officials should principally be a matter for legislation, self-regulation, and public accountability. See Bruce A. Green & Fred C. Zacharias, Regulating Federal Prosecutors’ Ethics, 55 VAND. L. REV. 381, 446–49, 460–62 (2002) (arguing that federal courts should refrain from exercising their inherent authority to achieve case-by-case regulation of the adjudicatory aspects of federal prosecution).

132 See, e.g., In re Schumer v. Holtzman, 454 N.E.2d 522, 526 (N.Y. 1983) (“A court may intervene to disqualify an attorney only under limited circumstances. Particularly is this so in the case of a District Attorney who is a constitutional officer chosen by the electorate and whose removal by a court implicates separation of powers considerations.”). In Morrison v. Olson, a nearly unanimous Supreme Court rejected a separation-of-powers challenge to the Ethics in Government Act of 1978 that provided for court-appointed special prosecutors in cases involving executive branch officials, but state disqualification statutes have occasionally been struck down on this and other grounds. 487 U.S. 654, 675–77 (1988); see State ex rel. Hamlin v. Butler, 73 A. 560, 565 (Me. 1909) (striking down law authorizing the governor to appoint a special prosecutor to enforce liquor laws on non-delegation grounds); Murphy v. Yates, 348 A.2d 837, 848 (Md. 1975) (striking down as incompatible with state constitution a law creating office of an independent state prosecu-
courts hold that “[a] trial court may not disqualify a [prosecutor] on the basis of a conflict of interest unless that conflict rises to the level of a due-process violation.”\textsuperscript{133} Otherwise, they say, the appropriate remedy is professional discipline.\textsuperscript{134} California courts, on the other hand, expressly reject the view that the constitution sets the relevant standard and appear to be the most aggressive in regulating prosecutors’ conflicts by this means.\textsuperscript{135}

Courts use their authority much more sparingly than commentators believe they should.\textsuperscript{136} When courts disqualify prosecutors, they most commonly do so, not to ensure disinterested prosecutorial decision-making, but to protect the confidentiality rights of a defendant who is a former client.\textsuperscript{137} When courts regard disqualification to be necessary to ensure prosecutorial disinterestedness, the conflict in question is typically an idiosyncratic personal one—for example, where an individual prosecutor has a relationship with a victim or other interested party.\textsuperscript{138}

Courts have been generally unreceptive, if not hostile, to attempts to disqualify prosecutors based on pervasive and institutional conflicts.\textsuperscript{139} For

\textsuperscript{133} In re Goodman, 210 S.W.3d at 808; see also State v. Hunter, 437 S.E.2d 41, 42 (S.C. 1993) (per curiam) (applying a due process disqualification standard but rejecting claim for disqualification).

\textsuperscript{134} In re Goodman, 210 S.W.3d at 809.

\textsuperscript{135} Superior Court of Contra Costa Cty., 561 P.2d at 1170 (“The trial judge need not delay until the last straw of prejudice is added . . . .”). The court held that in a homicide prosecution, the trial judge did not abuse his discretion in disqualifying the prosecutor’s office where the victim was a child of a member of the prosecutor’s staff. \textit{Id.} at 1174.

\textsuperscript{136} See Wald, supra note 130.


\textsuperscript{138} See State v. Gaddy, 578 P.2d 1023, 1025 (Ariz. Ct. App. 1978) (recommending recusal where prosecuting district attorney had represented deceased victim on assault charge prior to serving as prosecutor); People v. Jiminez, 528 P.2d 913, 915 (Colo. 1974) (en banc) (condemning conflict of interest arising where part-time prosecutor also represented victims in civil suit).

\textsuperscript{139} The rare disqualification order based on the prosecution’s institutional conflict of interest was issued in \textit{People v. Eubanks}, in which a corporation, believing its trade secrets had been sto-
example, a Nevada public defender moved to disqualify the elected prosecutor in a murder case, arguing that in an election year in which the prosecutor had campaigned as being “tough on crime,” the prosecutor had an improper political motivation to seek the death penalty. The trial judge found the argument so baseless as to be punishable, and the state Supreme Court agreed, upholding the imposition of a monetary sanction against the defense lawyer for alleging that the prosecutor had a conflict. 140

Likewise, the California Supreme Court in Hollywood v. Superior Court rejected the suggestion that a prosecutor should be disqualified in a high-profile case about which he had consulted with filmmakers and contemplated writing a book. 141 The court reasoned that, having at least momentarily shelved plans for the book, the prosecutor was “left with the same interest in burnishing his legacy that every attorney has in a high-profile case . . . . Success in high-profile cases brings acclaim; it is endemic to such matters.” 142 Insofar as ambition makes prosecutors self-interested, the court said, “the problem is not one recusal can solve, as the same issue would arise equally for any theoretical replacement prosecutor. In such matters, we must rely on our prosecutors to carry out their fiduciary obligation to exercise their discretionary duties fairly and justly.” 143 The court implied that it would have been different if the prosecutor still had a book contract, as the prosecutor himself

---

141 182 P.3d 590, 600 (Cal. 2008); see also Haraguchi v. Superior Court, 182 P.3d 579, 582–83 (Cal. 2008) (concluding that prosecutor did not have a conflict of interest arising out of her publication of a book about other criminal cases).
142 Hollywood, 182 P.3d at 599.
143 Id.
acknowledged. In that event, disqualification might be warranted because the prosecutor’s idiosyncratic financial interest in the book’s success might influence his discretionary decision-making. From a real-world, commonsense perspective, however, one might doubt that the pervasive prosecutorial interest in garnering public recognition is less influential than the idiosyncratic financial interest in book sales. Courts, though, necessarily minimize conflicts arising out of the desire for fame as opposed to fortune, because, as the California court recognized, this ambition pervades the prosecutors’ office.

2. Executive Removal or Attorney General Substitution

Various state laws allow the Governor to remove a prosecutor or allow the state Attorney General to substitute for the prosecutor. The laws may assign these powers specifically in cases where the elected prosecutor is perceived to have a conflict of interest or they may provide broader authority that can be employed in conflict cases among others.

Part I described two situations where Governors of New York used their authority to replace elected prosecutors based on purported conflicts of interest. In the mid-1990s, the Governor reassigned a death-penalty eligible case after concluding that the Bronx prosecutor’s refusal to seek the death penalty

144 See id. (noting that the prosecutor “had no present financial interest in” the book).
146 See Fairfax, supra note 104, at 429 n.62 (2009) (discussing “the ability of the state attorney general or the governor to appoint a special prosecutor to replace the original prosecutor in a given case . . .”); Abby L. Dennis, Reigning in the Minister of Justice: Prosecutorial Oversight and the Superseder Power, 57 DUKE L.J. 131, 151 (2007) (“Executive superseder power, either by a governor or an attorney general, provides the third means by which to remove a local prosecuting attorney from a case and appoint a special prosecutor.”); see also Lawrence T. Kurlander & Valerie Friedlander, Perilous Executive Power—Perspective on Special Prosecutors in New York, 16 HOFSTRA L. REV. 35, 49 n.103 (1987) (discussing the frequent use of this power by numerous New York Governors, for example, Governor Hughes on eighteen occasions).
147 Dennis, supra note 146, at 153–54.

New York governors have not limited its use to traditional cases of disqualification, such as when the local prosecuting attorney possesses a direct personal interest. Rather, they have employed the power in a variety of situations that threatened the public trust, including cases involving police corruption, racial tension, and the death penalty.

Id. (footnotes omitted); see also Kurlander & Friedlander, supra note 146, at 56–58 (discussing a New York governor’s appointment of a special prosecutor due to mistrust of the local district attorney in the case of a racial attack); Maurice H. Nadjari, New York State’s Office of the Special Prosecutor: A Creation Born of Necessity, 2 HOFSTRA L. REV. 97, 100–02 (1974) (discussing Governor Rockefeller’s appointment of a special prosecutor to supersede the district attorney in investigating and prosecuting corruption in the criminal process).
was improperly based on philosophical views that undermined the faithful execution of the law. More recently, in the wake of the Ferguson and Staten Island cases, a different New York Governor issued an order providing that, in all cases involving police shootings of civilians, the Attorney General will supersede the local elected prosecutor. In one of the first police shooting cases after the order was issued, a court rejected the Rensselaer County district attorney’s attempt to retain jurisdiction.

One might question whether either the Governor or Attorney General is an appropriate institutional actor to decide whether an elected prosecutor has a disabling conflict of interest in a particular case or class of cases. Arguably, the legislature should determine prosecutors’ jurisdiction. In individual cases, one might argue that, unlike a court deciding a disqualification motion, other executive officials are not better situated than the prosecutor who has declined to recuse himself; the other officials are probably less knowledgeable about the relevant facts, they are not politically disinterested, and they do not have greater expertise. Moreover, executive removal of a prosecutor sets up an intra-branch conflict, and, from the public’s perspective, the decision may seem less legitimate than when undertaken by a court. Not surprisingly, these executive powers are rarely used over a prosecutor’s objection.

**D. Voluntary Recusal**

Laws allow prosecutors with conflicts of interest to voluntarily recuse themselves and to be replaced by prosecutors from other localities or by court-appointed lawyers. New York’s high court recently held in 2014 in

---

148 See *supra* notes 84–85 and accompanying text (describing Bronx district attorney’s decision not to seek death penalty and subsequent gubernatorial appointment of a special prosecutor); *see also* *In re* Johnson v. Pataki, 655 N.Y.S.2d 463, 466 (App. Div. 1997) (noting that “[t]he wide discretionary authority that any district attorney . . . retain[s] . . . must be held subservient to” the Governor’s “overriding interest” in assuring that the state’s laws are “faithfully executed”).


151 See IND. CODE § 33-39-10-2 (West 2016); N.Y. COUNTY LAW § 701 (McKinney 2017); People *ex rel.* Lindsley v. Dist. Ct., 66 P. 896, 898 (Colo. 1901) (upholding court appointment of special prosecutor pursuant to state statute “provid[ing] that if the district attorney is interested, or shall have been employed as counsel in a case, the court having criminal jurisdiction may appoint some other person to prosecute . . . ”). Federal regulation likewise provides for the appointment of
In re Working Families Party v. Fisher that elected prosecutors do not have unreviewable discretion to recuse themselves voluntarily to avoid conflicts of interest: “To allow a district attorney to disqualify himself and his office in his sole discretion would value too lightly the public interest in having prosecutorial duties performed, where possible, by the ‘constitutional officer chosen by the electorate.’” As a practical matter, however, courts defer to prosecutors’ requests for a replacement.

Not all prosecutorial conflicts require an entire office’s recusal. If a supervising prosecutor perceives that a subordinate prosecutor has an idiosyncratic conflict of interest, or the subordinate thinks she has one, the supervisor will presumably assign the case to a different prosecutor who is not affected or “tainted” by the conflict. There would rarely be a public record of these decisions, and so it is hard to know how often cases are reassigned because of conflicts and the nature of such conflicts.

Where it is the chief prosecutor who has a conflict of interest, it does not necessarily solve the problem to let unconflicted lawyers in the office handle the case. That is because the chief prosecutor has ultimate authority for all cases, and assistant prosecutors’ authority is merely derivative. Therefore, in cases where the chief prosecutor perceives that she has a conflict, the prosecutor may ask the court to appoint a substitute either from the private bar or from another jurisdiction. Various unenforceable guidelines advise prose-

a Special Counsel in criminal investigations and prosecutions in which the Attorney General would have a conflict of interest. See 28 C.F.R. § 600.1 (2017).

152 15 N.E.3d 1181, 1185 (N.Y. 2014). The court held, however, that the applicable standard is highly deferential: “Where there is legitimate doubt as to whether a district attorney and his office may proceed with a case, the district attorney is not barred from resolving that doubt by choosing to step aside.” Id. Thus, not surprisingly, prosecutors may recuse themselves in situations where courts would not necessarily disqualify them.


154 See, e.g., State v. Camacho, No. 106,698, 2013 WL 195225 at *3 (Kan. Ct. App. 2013) (per curiam) (unpublished table opinion, 291 P.3d 1073) (finding disqualification was properly denied where prosecutor assigned to case was not the one whose parents were the victims). But see Mendoza Toro v. Gil, 110 F. Supp. 2d 28, 36 (D. P.R. 2000) (upholding U.S. Attorney’s refusal to reassign case against trespassers at Vieques naval base at request of subordinate prosecutor who asserted a conflict of interest arising from her moral opposition).

155 See, e.g., McLaughlin v. Payne, 761 S.E.2d 289, 294 (Ga. 2014) (concluding that state statutes governing prosecutors required that entire office should have been disqualified where chief prosecutor had a personal conflict). But see State v. Balfour, 198 P.3d 471, 480–81 (Utah Ct. App. 2008) (concluding that where elected prosecutor recused himself because of business and political connection with the defendant, the rest of the office did not have to be disqualified).

156 In some jurisdictions, a prosecutor may not require judicial approval for recusal, and the substitution of counsel may be self-executing.
cutors when to step aside voluntarily. There is no history of courts strictly reviewing recusal motions, and one would expect courts to be highly deferential. There is no mechanism for an adversarial testing of prosecutors’ recusal decisions, because the very existence of an investigation from which the prosecutor seeks recusal may be secret, and even after a prosecution commences, a defendant may lack standing to challenge the prosecutor’s recusal. Further, courts might fairly assume that a prosecutor is unlikely to step aside without a good reason.

Because prosecutors need not create a public record justifying their voluntary recusal, it is uncertain how often and why prosecutors voluntarily step aside because of perceived conflicts of interest. There is no reason to believe that prosecutors collectively or individually exercise significant self-restraint as an ethical matter in many situations where they have conflicts of interest, broadly defined. Prosecutors undoubtedly recuse themselves at times even if the law would not necessarily require it, for a combination of reasons: to avoid an appearance of impropriety, to avoid unnecessary litigation over a disqualification motion, and to err on the side of caution where the legal lines are unclear. There is nothing, though, to suggest that they employ recusal or make assignments to avoid, or reduce the impact of, conflicts of interest in cases where there is no legal risk. Nothing in the professional literature suggests that prosecutors view conflicts as an ethical or political, as distinct from legal, problem. On the contrary, prosecutors’ recent refusals to recuse themselves in police shooting cases, despite public calls for them to do so, suggests that prosecutors generally opt to retain jurisdiction absent a close legal question. Further, there is no reason to believe that prosecutors’ offices are concerned about the risk that self-interests will improperly influence discretionary decisions that are not legally cognizable or that they will adopt internal institutional measures to reduce this risk. Rather, professional standards might be read to imply that, in situations where individual prosecutors have conflicts that do not require disqualification, they can avoid self-interested decision-making simply through force of will or strength of character.

157 NATIONAL PROSECUTION STANDARDS §§ 1-3.1 to 1-3.5 (NAT’L DIST. ATTORNEYS ASS’N, 3d ed. 2009); STANDARDS FOR CRIMINAL JUSTICE § 3-1.3 (AM. BAR ASS’N, 3d ed. 1993).
159 See, e.g., State v. Mantooth, 788 S.E.2d 584, 586 (Ga. Ct. App. 2016) (holding that defendant did not have standing to challenge prosecutor’s recusal).
160 See, e.g., State v. Waddell, No. 13-0555, 2014 WL 1243168 at *4–5 (W. Va. 2014) (holding that the chief prosecutor was more cautious than necessary in recusing himself, and therefore it was not necessary for the entire office to be disqualified).
161 For example, the ABA’s guidelines for prosecutors imply that in situations where prosecutors’ professional and personal ambitions and other self-interests are implicated, rather than rec-
Prosecutors may assume that, because conflicts are addressed to some extent by law, they need not be concerned with situations that the law does not define as an impermissible conflict. This is not, of course, how other professionals regard conflicts, or how individuals regard the relationship between law and ethics in general. It is not ordinarily assumed that simply because conduct is legal, it is professionally or ethically acceptable. In the absence of robust prosecutorial self-governance, one might question whether prosecutors faced with pervasive and institutional conflicts can be trusted to exercise discretion in accordance with conventional expectations of neutrality, objectivity, and disinterestedness.

E. Judicial Review of Legislation Implicating Prosecutorial Conflicts

Sometimes, legislation engendering institutional conflicts is challenged on due process grounds. Courts typically analyze these kinds of claims based on the Supreme Court’s 1980 decision in *Marshall v. Jerrico, Inc.*, in which the Court rejected a due process challenge to a civil statute that entitled an agency to civil fines awarded in enforcement proceedings it oversaw, as reimbursement of its expenses. One might characterize the institutional conflict in *Marshall* as a design defect; the administrative prosecutor would have a legislatively created incentive to exercise discretion based on an alleged impermissible consideration, namely the financial benefit to the agency. For at least two reasons, though, the Court’s reluctance to intervene was unsurprising. First, the effect of a theoretical financial incentive on executive decision-making is inherently speculative. Second, in allowing the agency to

---

using themselves, they can simply avoid thinking about their self-interest and otherwise avoid having their discretionary decisions affected. See ABA STANDARDS, CRIM. JUST. STANDARDS FOR THE PROSECUTION FUNCTION Standard 3-1.7(f) (AM. BAR ASS’N 4th ed.) (“The prosecutor should not permit the prosecutor’s professional judgment or obligations to be affected by the prosecutor’s personal, political, financial, professional, business, property, or other interests or relationships. A prosecutor should not allow interests in personal advancement or aggrandizement to affect judgments regarding what is in the best interests of justice in any case.”); id. Standard 3-4.4(b) (“In exercising discretion to file and maintain charges, the prosecutor should not consider: (i) partisan or other improper political or personal considerations; [or] (ii) hostility or personal animus towards a potential subject, or any other improper motive of the prosecutor . . . .”).

---

162 See Stop Youth Addiction, Inc. v. Lucky Stores, Inc., 950 P.2d 1086, 1100–01 (Cal. 1998), superseded by statute, Proposition 64 (2004) (upholding statute authorizing private prosecution for unfair competition, reasoning that it is for the legislature to decide whether “the ‘essential neutrality’ that engenders public confidence in prosecutors is missing when a partisan advocate, seeking a client’s (rather than the public’s) best interest, relies upon a penal statute”); Commonwealth v. Ellis, No. 97-192, 1998 WL 470551 at *11–12 (Mass. Super. Ct. 1998) (rejecting due process challenge to legislation authorizing a private association of insurers to investigate insurance fraud cases and refer them to the state Attorney General’s office for criminal prosecution).

163 446 U.S. 238, 243 (1980).
retain civil penalties, Congress arguably made an implicit judgment that the incentives built into the forfeiture law would not unfairly influence administrative prosecutors’ exercise of discretion. Ordinarily, courts accept legislative judgments of this nature, both because of legislative advantages as fact-finders and because the legislature is democratically elected.

Although the Court did not unquestioningly accept the implicit legislative judgment underlying the civil fine provision in *Marshall*, its decision illustrates that, at least when a purported conflict is not personal to an individual prosecutor, courts will be skeptical of a due process challenge. The Court recognized that the agency head functioned like a prosecutor, and that due process imposes some limits on the partisanship of administrative prosecutors, but not the same strict requirement of neutrality as it imposes on judges.164 As public officials, enforcement officers must serve the public, and a legislative “scheme injecting a personal interest, financial or otherwise, into the enforcement process may bring irrelevant or impermissible factors into the prosecutorial decision and in some contexts raise serious constitutional questions.”165 Here, though, the Court concluded that the legislative scheme in question did not raise a serious constitutional question because “the influence alleged to impose bias is exceptionally remote,” and there was no “realistic possibility that [the agency head’s] judgment will be distorted by the prospect of institutional gain as a result of zealous enforcement efforts.”166 Among other things, the Court reasoned that no individual official profited personally, and the agency was sufficiently well funded that it was not dependent on penalties.167 The Court also noted that financial incentives, while contributing to general zealosity, did not encourage targeting particular persons, and that those targeted were entitled to an administrative hearing before a neutral hearing officer.168 Finally, and most significantly, the Court observed that civil penalties were not allocated internally in proportion to the amount assessed and collected.169 This reduced the incentive of any given enforcement officer to initiate proceedings for the agency’s gain. In other words, an agency, through internal structuring, could minimize the extent to which financial inducement would bias its decision-making. Based on the Court’s decision, as one might expect, lower courts have generally rejected challenges to laws that give prosecutors’ offices a financial motivation to ex-

---

164 *Id.* at 242–43.
165 *Id.* at 249–50.
166 *Id.* at 250.
167 *Id.* at 250–51.
168 *Id.* at 247 & n.9, 250 n.12.
169 *Id.* at 251.
exercise discretion in particular ways. 170 For example, in *Cumberland v. One 1990 Ford Thunderbird*, a decision upholding New Jersey’s forfeiture law from which local prosecutors’ offices profited, a New Jersey appeals court concluded that the law’s challengers failed “to overcome the presumption that public officials, when following statutorily established procedures, are proceeding in good faith and in a proper exercise of the power and discretion reposed in them.” 171 In acknowledging legislative and executive-branch judgments underlying the adoption and implementation of the forfeiture law, the court suggested that, in light of separation-of-powers considerations, the constitutional presumption that prosecutors were acting disinterestedly would be hard to overcome.

**F. Concluding Thoughts**

One might argue that with regard to prosecutors’ conflicts, courts should undertake an enhanced regulatory role to compensate for the absence of client regulation. In private representations, clients have the principal responsibility for regulating lawyers’ conflicts of interest: private clients decide whether to retain and discharge lawyers whose relationships, interests and competing loyalties may undermine their representation, 172 and disclosure and consent rules facilitate client oversight. 173 Courts serve a secondary regulatory role by establishing and enforcing relevant disciplinary rules and disqualifying private lawyers with severe conflicts of interest. In contrast, a prosecutor’s dual role as decision-making official and public advocate means that there is no separate client or client representative to decide whether a prosecutor’s conflict is tolerable. This may be less of a problem when a subordinate prosecutor has an idiosyncratic conflict, because a disinterested supervising prosecutor can decide whether to assign a different prosecutor and, if not, she can monitor the conflicted lawyer as a check on subsequent self-interested deci-

---


171 Cumberland, 852 A.2d at 1125.


173 E.g., rules based on Model Rules of Professional Conduct, rule 1.7, requiring informed client consent to the representation when a lawyer has a conflict of interest.
sion-making. When the conflict is pervasive or institutional, however, there is no disinterested official to serve these functions.

Courts might assume strong oversight of prosecutors, as they do of class action counsel, to protect beneficiaries of the lawyers’ services, in this case, members of the public who have no control over the representation.\(^{174}\) Nevertheless, courts’ relatively deferential approach, especially in situations involving pervasive and institutional conflicts, is understandable for several reasons. First, in many situations, the conflict results from a decision about how to allocate prosecutorial authority or some other constitutional or legislative decision. For example, in the United States, unlike some other countries, many chief prosecutors are elected, and there is significant movement between the prosecution and private bar. The result is that elected prosecutors will have conflicts arising out of their political ambitions and virtually all prosecutors will have conflicts arising out of their professional ambitions. Further, the investigative, charging, and trial functions are combined in a single prosecutorial office, with the result that prosecutors at the trial stage will have conflicts arising out of their investigative and charging role; they may be reluctant to concede earlier mistakes. Jurisdictional legislation, such as a law assigning local prosecutors authority over crimes committed by police within their geographic locale, or a law giving prosecutors authority over crimes against their own offices, create conflicts. Other laws, such as those allowing prosecutors’ offices to receive a percentage of forfeited funds, also generate prosecutorial self-interest. In all these situations, conflicts of interest are essentially a political question. Courts generally defer to the implicit constitutional or statutory judgment that the resulting prosecutorial conflicts are insignificant or tolerable.

Second, courts also defer to the executive branch regarding matters within its expertise. Although courts traditionally oversee lawyers and have authority to regulate prosecutors in their role as lawyers, judicial rules and rulings regarding which prosecutors will have responsibility for a prosecution interfere with the prosecutors’ discretionary judgments as executive branch officials regarding precisely the same question. Courts generally defer to the implicit constitutional or statutory judgment that the resulting prosecutorial conflicts are insignificant or tolerable.

\(^{174}\) See In re Gen. Motors Corp. Pick-Up Truck Fuel Tank Prod. Liab. Litig., 55 F.3d 768, 801 (3d Cir. 1995) (“Courts examining settlement classes have emphasized the special need to assure that class counsel: (1) possessed adequate experience; (2) vigorously prosecuted the action; and (3) acted at arm’s length from the defendant.”); Third Circuit Task Force Report on Selection of Class Counsel, 74 TEMP. L. REV. 689, 689–90 (2001) (describing judicial practice of appointing class counsel and setting fees).

\(^{175}\) See, e.g., United States v. Fokker Servs. B.V., 818 F.3d 733, 741 (D.C. Cir. 2016) (holding that discretionary prosecutorial decisions are entitled to “the presumption of regularity”). In some states, courts are less deferential. See Darryl K. Brown, Judicial Power to Regulate Plea Bargain-
of the justifications for judicial deference are present when a prosecutor decides not to recuse herself because of a conflict of interest. Some of these justifications are nonetheless relevant. Prosecutors likely have greater mastery of the facts relevant to disqualification. They have greater experience with the internal prosecutorial decision-making process and therefore are better equipped to assess whether particular interests are likely to distort prosecutorial decision-making. Judicial fact-findings into prosecutors’ conflicts and orders requiring another lawyer to take charge of a prosecution will delay and potentially impede investigations and prosecutions.

Finally, particularly where a purported conflict arises out of a personal philosophical conviction, judicial involvement may interfere with the prosecutor’s authority to determine enforcement priorities. The distinction between legitimate public policy considerations and illegitimate personal commitments is unclear. Criminal justice legislation, which allows prosecutors broad charging discretion, presupposes that prosecutors will implement differing criminal justice philosophies. Although general philosophies almost certainly derive from relationships and experiences over time, that does not make either the philosophy or its source an “interest” that conflicts with the prosecutor’s duties to the public.

Consider, for example, the decision whether to seek the death penalty in eligible murder cases. A prosecutor, based in part on religious identification or personal moral philosophy, or on the influence of readings, teachers, or family members, may favor capital punishment as an appropriate form of public retribution, on one hand, or disfavor it as inconsistent with the sanctity of human life, on the other. Based on empirical and social assumptions, a prosecutor may favor the death penalty as an effective deterrent or disfavor it as a financial drain with no proven deterrent benefit. Drawn by political parties’ differing platforms, prosecutors may espouse differing views about the relative importance of finality versus error-correction, or differing assumptions about the prevalence of factual and procedural error in criminal cases, leading them either to favor the death penalty as a way to give victims’ families closure or to disfavor it because of the risk of wrongful conviction.

\textit{ing, 57 WM. & MARY L. REV. 1225, 1253 (2016) (noting that some states allow for more judicial oversight of charging decisions).}

\textit{176 For example, different prosecutors may have different views on whether and, if so, how aggressively to prosecute violations and misdemeanors such as fare-beating, loitering, and vandalism. One may subscribe to the implicit legislative judgment that these are not serious wrongs, whereas another might embrace a “broken window theory,” viewing strict enforcement as important to deterrence of more serious wrongs. One can debate the legitimacy or efficacy of the competing views, but no one would view the prosecutor’s position as a personal conflict of interest.
Some of these assumptions and beliefs might be characterized as criminal justice philosophies and others probably not, but these are the kinds of attitudes that all prosecutors, as people, invariably bring to their work, all potentially influence decision-making, and it is unclear that prosecutors should be professionally obligated to rule any of them out. As is true of most decisions prosecutors make, legislation establishes no framework for the decision whether to pursue capital punishment. The law does not require seeking it whenever the evidence would permit. Prosecutors have discretion that is not subject to meaningful judicial review. One might assert that prosecutors in death-penalty states are impermissibly promoting their personal philosophies when they act on their moral beliefs about capital punishment, but it is unclear that there is a meaningful distinction between a personal and professional philosophy, a meaningful distinction between moral views and social-science assumptions, or a meaningful distinction between criminal justice philosophy and other beliefs. Surely, prosecutors are expected to implement their professional philosophies about criminal justice, including about the moral legitimacy of capital punishment, given that criminal law rests significantly on moral foundations. In deciding not to pursue the death penalty in an eligible case out of moral qualms, a prosecutor is doing exactly what he was elected to do, as would be a prosecutor who did just the opposite based on different moral premises. Further, an affiliation with some individuals or organizations may have influenced any or all of these attitudes, but it is doubtful that the underlying relationships are interests conflicting with the public interest, as opposed to background life experiences used to help assess the public interest.

III. THE GRAVITY OF THE PROBLEM AND THE INADEQUACY OF PROPOSED SOLUTIONS

Section A of this Part emphasizes the significance of prosecutors’ conflicts of interest.177 Traditional regulators’ inability to address prosecutors’ conflicts adequately, which Part II explored, is not a mere academic issue. The pressures confronting prosecutors can cloud their judgment, divert them from their obligation to serve the public, and undermine their ability to assess the public interest. Cognitive bias and professional or political aspirations almost invariably complicate prosecutors’ efforts to conduct a just and disinterested prosecution. Section B then argues that the solutions scholars and policymakers have proposed are incomplete and flawed.178

177 See infra notes 179–196 and accompanying text.
178 See infra notes 198–236 and accompanying text.
A. The Significance of Prosecutors’ Conflicts of Interest

Currently, prosecutors’ offices address only extreme conflicts of interest, those that almost anyone would consider improper.\(^{179}\) When conflicts are less serious, courts cannot disqualify prosecutors or overturn convictions without potentially exceeding their constitutional or statutory authority.\(^{180}\) The election or appointment of a prosecutor as a public official is an act of political will with which courts cannot lightly interfere.\(^{181}\) Consequently, there are many situations where prosecutors’ judgment may be affected, but not significantly enough for a court or the prosecutor herself to deny the public its chosen counsel.\(^{182}\)

By default, the assigned prosecutor determines the scope and severity of the conflict.\(^{183}\) The prosecutor cannot defer to a client, as a private attorney would.\(^{184}\) Left to their own devices, individual prosecutors may address the question without much thought or deliberation. Even when prosecutors do consider conflicts, their thought processes are invariably internal, opaque, and clouded by biases and presuppositions.\(^{185}\) If individual prosecutors do analyze the question thoughtfully, others in the office cannot benefit from their thinking when they later encounter similar problems.\(^{186}\)

Particularly in high profile cases, the most self-interested prosecutors are usually responsible for recusal decisions. Those in the office with the most at stake and the greater likelihood of being swayed by the interests of the institution may have sole responsibility for making the decision on whether or not to recuse.\(^{187}\) The chief prosecutor may also have substantial power to influence the decisions in that case if she chooses to proceed despite the conflict. Even if the process is collaborative, prosecutors’ offices do not necessarily

\(^{179}\) See supra notes 96–176 and accompanying text.

\(^{180}\) See supra notes 96–176 and accompanying text.

\(^{181}\) In his dissent in *Morrison v. Olson*, Justice Scalia argued that the main check on prosecutorial power is political. 487 U.S. 654, 728 (1988) (Scalia, J., dissenting).

\(^{182}\) Many scholars disagree and call for a more aggressive policing of prosecutorial decisions. See infra notes 208–209 and accompanying text.

\(^{183}\) See Levine, *supra* note 11, at 1477–78.

\(^{184}\) MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 1.7 cmts. 18–19 (emphasizing the importance of consulting with a client).

\(^{185}\) See Burke, *Improving Prosecutorial Decisionmaking*, supra note 12, at 1603–13 (cataloguing types of prosecutorial biases).

\(^{186}\) Consistency or at least rationality should certainly be a goal in prosecutorial decision-making. In administrative law, courts have recognized the importance of following precedent. See Yoav Dotan, *Making Consistency Consistent*, 57 ADMIN. L. REV. 995, 1009–10 (2005) (reviewing the *Chevron* doctrine’s effect on consistency in administrative law).

\(^{187}\) For a discussion of the political motivations of chief prosecutors in high-profile cases, see Medwed, *supra* note 78, at 182–83 (noting that “the institutional culture of most prosecutors’ offices treasures convictions”).
record their deliberations and therefore need not address conflicts in a consistent and principled way. Once a prosecutor or office decides against recusal, the prosecutors in the case may fail to consider the effect that their conflicting interests could have on their discretionary decisions. Although a new Department of Justice policy requires that all prosecutors receive training in implicit biases, which often overlap with conflicts of interest, the Department does not offer comparable training in how to acknowledge and minimize the effect of conflicts of interest in general.

Prosecutors’ failure to recuse themselves from investigating local police in civilian shootings has undermined public confidence, leading at times to violent protests. The lack of transparency in the recusal decision and the presumed lack of rigor in the deliberations have deepened public suspicion of the criminal justice system among certain groups of citizens—particularly African Americans. Of course, the problem of police force is complex, and no simple prosecutorial reform could repair the relationship between African-American communities and the criminal justice system. Together with other structural reforms, however, addressing this problem might help assure the public of the legitimacy of controversial decisions. The abuse of police power lends urgency to the need to improve the quality of prosecutors’ decision-

---

188 For a description of how courts enforce consistency in the administrative law context, see Dotan, supra note 186, at 1008–29.
189 Green & Zacharias, supra note 9, at 838–39 (discussing how prosecutors are often criticized for a lack of neutrality).
making. Even in ordinary cases, prosecutors are not necessarily disinterested. They suffer from biases as well as pressures to succeed within the office and in their careers generally. We cannot, nor would we want to, eliminate these pressures entirely. They are entwined with desirable qualities such as personal conviction and passion. Changes in institutional design can help prosecutors acknowledge hidden motivations and address them more deliberately. Even when conflicts do not require recusal, they are a significant problem that should be addressed.

B. Proposals to Regulate Prosecutors’ Conflicts of Interest

Prior proposals to regulate prosecutorial decision-making are inadequate in that they look at conflicts of interest selectively or overlook them altogether. This section reviews the principal proposals and argues that none adequately address this problem.

1. Automatic Disqualification and Special Prosecutors

One potential reform is to identify classes of cases where prosecutors have conflicts of interest and require that someone else take jurisdiction. Several scholars have called for this response in police use of force cases in particular. Automatically disqualifying local prosecutors from pursuing cases against police officers in their jurisdiction, however, poses several problems.


195 See Bibas, supra note 72, at 2471 (noting that prosecutors are influenced by a desire to lighten their own workloads and accrue impressive win-loss records); Burke, Improving Prosecutorial Decisionmaking, supra note 12, at 1588–93 (examining external and internal pressures affecting everyday prosecutorial decisions); Thomas A. Hagemann, Confessions from a Scorekeeper: A Reply to Mr. Bresler, 10 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 151, 152 (1996) (arguing, as a former federal prosecutor, that a desire to win motivates prosecutors to do the best possible job on behalf of the government).

196 See Burke, Improving Prosecutorial Decisionmaking, supra note 12, at 1613–30 (suggesting institutional changes to reduce prosecutorial bias).

197 See infra notes 198–236 and accompanying text.

198 See Levine, supra note 11, at 1472 (noting success of special prosecution units for police prosecutions); Freedman & Butler, supra note 52.
First, our political system creates a role for prosecutors within the executive branch. The public has chosen the chief prosecutor to represent its interests in criminal cases. Shifting responsibility to another attorney, especially a member of the private bar, disenfranchises the public and tends to undermine the democratic legitimacy of the system.\footnote{G. Bingham Powell, Jr., Elections as Instruments of Democracy: Majoritarian and Proportional Visions 3 (2000) (arguing that democratic legitimacy turns on voters being able to choose policymakers in free and competitive elections).} Second, the new prosecutor may have an equally troubling conflict but not be publicly accountable.\footnote{Id. at 47 (arguing that accountability is the key to democracy).} If Marilyn Mosby, the Baltimore prosecutor, overzealously pursued the police officers in response to public pressure, a specially appointed prosecutor might be too unresponsive to legitimate public concerns. Third, even if it is appropriate to require recusal, we cannot possibly require recusal in all cases where institutional ties would warp a prosecutor’s judgment.

Kate Levine recently argued that local prosecutors are too close to police officers to be impartial and should be replaced automatically in cases involving police wrongdoing.\footnote{Levine, supra note 11, at 1449–52.} She suggests that an appearance of impropriety should trigger prosecutorial recusal, like judicial recusal.\footnote{Id. at 1457–59.} The relationship between police and prosecutors, however, is less straightforward than Levine portrays, and a prosecutor’s role is more complex than that of a judge.\footnote{For a description of the complex relationship between prosecutors and police, see Joan E. Jacoby, The American Prosecutor: A Search for Identity 110–11 (1980) (observing that, “[i]n many instances, the two work together more in an atmosphere of sullen resignation than in one of trust and cooperation”).} Further, as the Supreme Court has recognized, prosecutors, though disinterested, are not expected to be impartial like judges.\footnote{See supra notes 118–120, and accompanying text (explaining the Supreme Court’s conclusion that prosecutors are not held to the same ethical standards as judges).}

Those arguing for special prosecutors in police shooting cases may be overstating the illegitimacy of prosecutors’ regard for the police. When critics charge prosecutors with a bias toward the police, they are not suggesting that the prosecutors’ judgment might be skewed because of a relationship with the particular officers under investigation but that the prosecutors have some particular sympathy toward police officers in general. This is not necessarily a disqualifying bias. Prosecutors and the police serve the same law-enforcement interests. Arguably, prosecutors will be aware of the dangers police face and the difficulties they encounter on the job, making prosecutors too likely to overlook police abuses or credit police officers’ testimony. Even so, it is hard to say that this sympathy is illegitimate, because any prosecutor...
will have general attitudes of one kind or another relevant to the work of the police and their general credibility. Conceptualizing conflicts of interest to incorporate personal predispositions built up over a lifetime of experiences and education, possibly including professional interaction with police, is impractical. Likewise, prosecutors’ institutional interest in maintaining good working relationships with the relevant police department is not necessarily illegitimate. Prosecutors take account of many institutional interests, such as conserving and expanding resources and obtaining investigative assistance in current and future cases. Prosecutors give leniency to individuals who come forward with evidence against others, and to individuals who plead guilty, largely to promote administrative interests such as these. Securing police cooperation is one administrative interest among many, and it is not obvious that prosecutors should be indifferent to it.

Likewise, critics may be overstating the difficulty of maintaining distance from the police. Levine’s insistence that “a prosecutor [cannot] simply switch roles from ally to adversary the moment an officer is accused of criminal wrongdoing” oversimplifies the relationship between the police and prosecutors.205 As Daniel Richman has shown, prosecutors can serve an important role in educating and monitoring the police.206 Even if prosecutors are generally allied with the police, prosecutors are consistently asked to shift alliances. For example, prosecutors may rely on cooperating witnesses but later prosecute them for perjury or other criminal wrongdoing.207

The federal independent counsel law, which provided for courts to appoint members of the private bar to investigate and prosecute certain federal officials, suffered from similar defects.208 Drafted as a response to the Watergate scandal, the act was designed to ensure that prosecutors were not too beholden to the officials whom they were asked to investigate.209 After Whitewater, however, critics grew concerned that an independent counsel from the opposite political party might be overzealous. The law ultimately undermined public confidence in investigations and prosecutions of public

205 JACOBY, supra note 203, at 110–11; Levine, supra note 11, at 1147.
officials, and Congress let it sunset in part due to these concerns. \textsuperscript{210} Thereafter, the Department of Justice adopted regulations to govern its own internal recusal decisions in political investigations. \textsuperscript{211}

In any event, shifting authority to a state-wide prosecutor, special prosecutor, or a court-appointed prosecutor in particular classes of cases, such as those involving police shootings or government corruption, would be an incomplete solution to the problem of prosecutors’ conflicts. For example, prosecutors’ sympathy for the police and interest in preserving their trust are implicated in virtually any case where police credibility or the integrity of a police investigation is challenged. Nor could this approach begin to address cases where prosecutors’ ambitions are at play. It would be hard to find enough lawyers lacking in ambition to staff all prosecutors’ offices and it is questionable whether lawyers who are indifferent to their reputations will be sufficiently motivated to perform at a high level.

2. Dividing Prosecutors’ Offices into Distinct Tasks

Other scholars suggest curing problems inherent in prosecutorial decision-making by dividing responsibility among different prosecutors. Drawing on administrative law, Rachel Barkow suggests that separate teams of prosecutors assume adjudicatory and advocacy roles to avoid the effect of cognitive biases on charging decisions. She argues that one person cannot investigate and conduct trials while exercising judgment and protecting defendants’ rights in making charging decisions. \textsuperscript{212} This approach, however, fails to account for the blurring between what she terms “adjudicative” and “prosecutorial” functions. \textsuperscript{213} Prosecutors’ tasks invariably serve both functions simultaneously, because even mundane choices about trial strategy must be informed by both the adversary goal of convicting the guilty and the adjudicatory task of preserving fairness, integrity, and justice. \textsuperscript{214} It is not only impossible, but also counterproductive to attempt to separate the adjudicative from the prosecutorial function. Dividing functions would intensify the cognitive bias of those who are assigned the “adversarial” tasks, whereas combining functions helps train prosecutors engaged in advocacy to look at their case from another perspective.

\textsuperscript{210} Id.
\textsuperscript{211} 20 C.F.R. § 600.1 (2016) (providing “grounds for appointing a Special Counsel”).
\textsuperscript{212} Barkow, supra note 39, at 895–97.
\textsuperscript{213} Id.
Dividing functions also means assigning critical decisions to attorneys who are least familiar with the facts. Like supervisors, the “adjudicative” prosecutors are removed from the witnesses and evidence in the case. They have not personally assessed the witnesses’ credibility. Those closest to the case often have a better sense of its strength or weakness, a critical factor in determining appropriate charges and plea bargaining positions.\textsuperscript{215} They are also in the better position to determine whether to drop a case that is too weak to prosecute or counteract wrongdoing of investigators and witnesses.\textsuperscript{216}

Administrative law provides one lens to analyze prosecutorial decision-making but agencies differ from prosecutors’ offices. Agencies have clearly delineated adjudicative functions that are distinct from their other duties.\textsuperscript{217} Prosecutors are expected to act as investigators, litigators, and gatekeepers at the same time. Their conflicts, which arise from this combined role, are a part of the job.

3. Altering the Legal Framework

Some critics acknowledge that prosecutorial decision-making is flawed and propose that courts more aggressively police the boundaries of prosecutors’ work.\textsuperscript{218} Albert Altschuler and Stephen Schulhofer have argued, for example, that legislatures should abolish or severely restrict plea bargaining

\textsuperscript{215} See Ellen S. Podgor, \textit{Race-ing Prosecutors’ Ethics Codes}, 44 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 461, 462 (2009) (suggesting that individual prosecutors can have large impacts on charging decisions and the conduct of criminal cases).

\textsuperscript{216} Richman, \textit{supra} note 206, at 778–85; see, e.g., David Luban, \textit{The Conscience of a Prosecutor}, 46 VAL. U. L. REV. 1, 1–14 (2010). In the well-known prosecution for the murder of a bouncer outside the Palladium nightclub, the investigating assistant, Daniel Bibb, determined that the two individuals in prison were not responsible for the murder. Luban, \textit{supra}, at 1–2. His supervisors disagreed and asked him to go to court and let the judge determine whether they should receive a new trial. \textit{Id.} at 2. Bibb followed the advice of his supervisor, but instead of presenting the prosecution’s evidence, he “threw the case.” \textit{Id}.

\textsuperscript{217} For an explanation of how and why the SEC separates the adjudicatory and prosecutorial function, see Manuel F. Cohen & Joel J. Rabin, \textit{Broker-Dealer Selling Practice Standards: The Importance of Administrative Adjudication in Their Development}, 29 L. & CONTEMP. PROBS. 691, 719–24 (1964).

because prosecutors cannot be trusted to pursue the public interest. Legislatures, however, lack proximity to the facts and are, as a result, at a disadvantage. Legislation is broad and crude and cannot take into account the particulars of given cases.

Other scholars argue that courts ought to expand their review of prosecutors’ discretionary decisions, but doing so would be difficult. Our system of checks and balances makes a broad shift in power away from the executive unlikely. In addition, the principles animating the separation of powers doctrine make sense. Prosecutors, who are closest to the facts of individual cases, are in a better position to make decisions. Legislatures are clumsy, and courts lack the intimate knowledge of the case necessary to make important nuanced determinations. Courts, like outside special prosecutors, may also bring their own biases to bear on the problem. Judicial review can only regulate the most egregious cases and cannot reach the most problematic and pervasive sorts of conflicts.

4. Greater Supervision Within Prosecutors’ Offices and by the Public

Other proposals involve increasing internal or external nonjudicial oversight of prosecutors’ decisions. Stephanos Bibas, for instance, advocates that juries review plea-bargain sentence recommendations, and Josh Bowers

---


220 See Bibas, *Prosecutorial Regulation*, supra note 39, at 965–69 (arguing that most legislative efforts to control prosecutorial discretion have been unsuccessful).


223 For a discussion of how judges decide cases, see generally Chris Guthrie et al., *Blinking on the Bench: How Judges Decide Cases*, 93 CORNELL L. REV. 1 (2007) (arguing that judges use their intuition but then sometimes override intuition with deliberation).

suggests giving lay people a role in charging decisions. These models conceptualize prosecutors as agents whom the public should better supervise. But this is a misconception. Prosecutors are public officials who independently exercise their knowledge, expertise and judgment in the interest of the public. This often involves ignoring the general public sentiment or preference in order to carry out a complex set of duties that include protecting defendants’ rights, avoiding racial and class bias, and promoting proportional punishment. As professionals, prosecutors are supposed to serve to check the power of a public inflamed by a particular issue or out to get an unpopular defendant.

These proposals understate the role of professional expertise and overstate the value and relevance of local public values. Although greater transparency, especially regarding prosecutors’ general policies and principles, would be a beneficial check on abuses of prosecutorial power and would encourage greater thoughtfulness and consistency, greater public control would be a mixed blessing. Prosecutorial independence, expertise and professionalism are also a check on public excesses and biases. In any case, as Bibas acknowledges, as a practical matter, lay involvement cannot be incorporated into all prosecutorial decision-making.

Bibas also recommends that the leaders within the prosecutors’ office exercise greater control in setting the tone of the office, establishing the moral agenda, and creating a culture devoted to it. This argument assumes that supervisors will be more devoted to the public interest, more concerned about promoting defendants’ rights, and less focused on pursuing convictions and high sentences. This may be true in some instances, but as the institutional conflicts example makes clear, line prosecutors are sometimes in a better position to assess and pursue the complex public interest than the elected official and the supervisors within the office. Even when they are not, their

---


proximity to the facts and ability to respond quickly to new information makes them indispensible to the process of reform.

5. Financial Incentives

Some argue that individual or institutional self-interest can be redressed through financial incentives. William Stuntz, for instance, argues that part of the cause of mass incarceration, is that local prosecutors’ offices have political incentives to appear tough on crime. These same prosecutors have fewer restraints because states are responsible for prison budgets. Shifting some of the cost of incarceration to prosecutors’ offices might serve as a counter-incentive. Alternatively, individual prosecutors might be rewarded personally for disinterested decision-making. It is doubtful, however, that financial incentives alone can alter institutional cultures. Even if financial incentives are, on a macro level, a cause of some of the dysfunction in the criminal justice system, there are micro causes as well that deserve attention if any incentive program is to succeed. Politics and local institutional cultures play as much a role as finances in prosecutorial decision-making. None of this is to say that financial incentives have no possible role but simply that they are not enough in themselves to align prosecutors’ decision-making with the public interest.

231 Id.
232 Id. at 289. There is, however, evidence that fiscal based reform has limited utility. John F. Pfaff, Review, The Complicated Economics of Prison Reform, 114 MICH. L. REV. 951, 954–59 (2016).
234 For a description of one such attempt to use financial incentives to influence prosecutorial conduct, see generally THOMAS W. CHURCH & MILTON HEUMANN, SPEEDY DISPOSITION: MONETARY INCENTIVES AND POLICY REFORM IN CRIMINAL COURTS (1992). The success of this program, using financial incentives to reduce the number of detainees housed in New York jails, was unclear. Meares, supra note 233, at 859–60. Such programs would need to be coupled with experience, expertise, and local commitment. Id.
235 Incentives in the criminal justice system are multiple and complex. See, e.g., Bibas, supra note 72, at 2464–70.
IV. A PROPOSAL FOR CHANGE

This Article has shown that prosecutors’ conflicts of interest are a significant problem that the current legal system does not adequately address. Courts and other outside regulators have largely left it to prosecutors to decide how to address their own conflicts. Scholars’ proposed solutions are incomplete. Institutional and personal interests are so pervasive that any effort to rid prosecutors of them is bound to fail.

Prosecutors’ offices are largely indifferent, however, when a conflict is not a serious idiosyncratic one that is so severe as to warrant recusal. There is nothing to suggest that if they choose to proceed despite the pressures, prosecutors assigned to the case will give much thought to the conflicts of interest and how they might affect their decisions. Rather than attempt to eliminate conflicts of interest, this Article proposes an admittedly paradoxical solution: Prosecutors’ offices should use those who are at the greatest risk for conflicts to address and minimize the problem. Rather than bringing in outsiders to neutralize the threat, our solution enlists those who are most prone to conflicts to address that danger.

This Article reaches this conclusion by relying on experimentalism, a pragmatic approach to social problems that mandates a local, flexible response to the problem of prosecutorial decision-making. This Article argues that the criminal justice system needs to enlist prosecutors’ offices themselves. Prosecutors are best situated to address the problem and to revise their approach if it proves flawed.

Section A of this Part briefly elaborates on experimentalism. Then, Section B argues that the experimentalist approach is particularly suited to address the problems of regulating conflicts of interest in particular and prosecutorial discretion in general, distilling the features of an experimentalist approach to prosecutors’ conflicts of interest. Finally, Section C illustrates what this approach might look like in the context of severe institutional conflicts and pervasive individual conflicts.

A. Theoretical Framework

Experimentalism, a philosophy derived from John Dewey’s pragmatism, suggests a solution to the problem that conflicts of interest pose to the criminal justice system. Experimentalism calls for a local, flexible response to
broad social problems. It engages those who are closest to the particular facts of each problem in the larger normative questions. This section first explains experimentalism and then discusses why this framework makes sense given the problem of prosecutorial conflicts of interest. Finally, this section brings insights from social sciences to bear on how to make an institution work so as to promote an experimentalist agenda.

1. Experimentalism and Professional Ethics

a. Experimentalism Defined

Advocates of experimentalism argue that experimentation and local problem solving are the most effective ways to guide conduct. Experimentalism, with roots in pragmatism, suggests that society address problems in a way that enables it to assess the results of provisional solutions and to revise its approach in response. Although experimentalism rejects hierarchical control, it is not the same as local or minimalist government. It is, instead, a way to allow local actors to experiment with how best to implement broader, communal norms in local settings. It has the benefit of being nimble and responsive to public opinion while still maintaining checks on corruption and bias. It harnesses the benefits of locally democratic solutions without abdi-
cating communal norms or succumbing to the occasional prejudice of local communities. 248

Experimentalism takes advantage of legal indeterminacy to encourage local actors to help define legal norms. 249 Problem solving courts, an example of experimentalist design, are local entities that enlist the help of organizations in the community. These sorts of individuals and entities can respond quickly to evidence that solutions are not working. Drug treatment courts, for instance, revise their approach if they learn that certain programs are not successful. In doing so, they gradually reduce the amount of indeterminacy. 250 Although prosecutors’ offices are not problem solving courts, they can be restructured to act in much the same way. The question of how to proceed in the public interest given the pressures that invariably weigh on prosecutors is a question without an easy answer. By deliberating, acting, and revising in response to the results, prosecutors’ offices, like problem solving courts, can reduce indeterminacy by gradually giving meaning to the elusive norm of doing justice.

As Charles Sabel and William Simon argue, experimentalism is particularly promising when it is hard to identify both the nature of the problem and the appropriate solution. 251 It is a useful approach when a problem proves immune to traditional regulatory or market measures. 252 As Part II shows, prosecutorial decision-making in general, and conflicts of interest in particular, are precisely this type of problem. Prosecutors, especially those on the front lines, have the benefit of greatest expertise and familiarity with the facts. An experimentalist approach would enable prosecutors to innovate, while remaining flexible and responsive to new information. To benefit from their position, prosecutors’ offices should monitor their decisions and keep track of

---

248 As Brandon Garrett and James Liebman argue, experimentalism offers a Madisonian solution to the problem of equal protection. Local democratic control can leave vulnerable minority interests at the mercy of often unforgiving majorities. Experimentalism ensures that those majorities are accountable by establishing broad principles and a mechanism for review. Brandon L. Garrett & James S. Liebman, Experimentalist Equal Protection, 22 YALE L. & POL’Y REV. 261, 299–301 (2004). Dorf also discusses the way in which experimentalist design increases the legitimacy of the rules. Dorf, Legal Indeterminacy, supra note 249, at 943.
the results. Prosecutors also have the advantage of working in a professional community that has the power to create accountability and encourage certain conduct through shared networks and collegial relationships. Ultimately, this approach promises to reduce the arbitrariness of prosecutorial decision-making and gradually give meaning to the obligation to seek justice.

Another benefit of experimentalism is that by definition, the solution enlists the help of those subject to regulation. If prosecutors themselves take part in creating the rules, they will likely have a greater sense of ownership and investment in them, and the rules will have greater force and legitimacy.

Charles Sabel and others who have applied experimentalism to legal structures have emphasized the interaction between local units and central control. Central coordination, in their framework, requires duties to report and measures of success. Although this Article argues that institutions such as the Department of Justice and National Association of District Attorneys gather and disseminate relevant information about federal and state prosecutors decisions, prosecutorial decision-making does not lend itself to a strict metric for success. The absence of standards to gauge the “correctness” of charging decisions and other discretionary decisions, and the inability to generate meaningful data about particular decisions and their factual basis, explain why greater attention should be paid to constructing the process by which prosecutors make decisions and to reducing the role of self-interest in that process. The inability to precisely measure successful outcomes does not detract from the essentially experimentalist nature of our solution. Centralized professional communities and local experimentation will interact in a manner less rigid and scientific than the one that Professors Sabel and Simon

253 Experimentalism requires pooling information. See Dorf & Sabel, Drug Treatment Courts, supra note 240, at 841.
254 RICHARD MULGAN, HOLDING POWER TO ACCOUNT: ACCOUNTABILITY IN MODERN DEMOCRACIES 34 (2003). Daniel Richman relies on Mulgan to argue that prosecutors play a key role in liberal democracies. Richman, Accounting for Prosecutors, supra note 227, at 13, 19.
256 See Sabel & Simon, supra note 245, at 79 (providing “abstract model” for experimentalism in the legal context).
257 Pragmatic experimentalism calls for a contextual and local understanding of salient problems. The solution to the problem, on the other hand, can involve radical change. Eric A. MacGilvray, Five Myths About Pragmatism, or, Against a Second Pragmatic Acquiescence, 28 POL. THEORY 480, 501 (2000).
258 For a discussion of the complex process of experimental verification, see JOHN DEWEY, INTELLIGENCE IN THE MODERN WORLD: JOHN DEWEY’S PHILOSOPHY 937–54 (Joseph Ratner ed., 1939). Dewey argues that the measurement of success must also emerge from the process of experimentation. Id.
envision, but our proposal nonetheless embodies the fundamental principles of this approach.259

This Article adds to a growing body of scholarship advocating for internal reform within prosecutors’ offices to address distortions in judgment that plague the criminal justice system.260 Its approach to conflicts and prosecutorial decision-making in general, however, casts doubt on some of the prescriptions in prior scholarship. Unlike those urging top-down solutions, this Article argues that decision-making designed to minimize conflicts must include line prosecutors who are closest to the facts and least identified with the entity as a whole.261 Further, unlike those who advocate dividing the roles of advocate and public servant, this Article suggests training prosecutors to think more critically about both components of their complex mission at the same time.262

b. Why Experimentalism?

Proponents of prosecutorial reform have drawn on various frameworks, including administrative law.263 Some look to cognitive psychology264 or to

---

259 Pragmatic experimentalism, as opposed to logical empiricism, has its roots in biology and anthropology. See generally CHARLES W. MORRIS, LOGICAL POSITIVISM, PRAGMATISM AND SCIENTIFIC EMPIRICISM (1937). It involves open-ended philosophical speculation that some consider antithetical to science. See Debra Morris, “How Shall We Read What We Call Reality?: John Dewey’s New Science of Democracy,” 43 AM. J. POL. SCI. 608, 615 (1999).


262 Cf. Barkow, supra note 39, at 887–906 (suggesting separation of responsibilities within prosecutors’ offices to combat abuses). For a similar argument about the impossibility of combining roles, see Eric S. Fish, Prosecutorial Constitutionalism, S. CAL. L. REV. (forthcoming 2017).


the teachings of other social and behavioral sciences. Still others draw on democratic or other political theories for insights into regulating prosecutorial discretion. This Article draws on experimentalism for several reasons.

First, the criminal justice system is already in many ways structured as an experimentalist one would be. There is a history of enlisting local prosecutors to address and resolve key questions about criminal justice. As discussed above, courts and legislatures tend to police only the outskirts of prosecutorial decision-making. Separation of powers, federalist concerns, and the adversary system of justice leave much of the decision-making to those who are closest to the facts. An experimentalist approach to prosecutorial decision-making would not require radical restructuring of the government, nor would it have collateral impact on other branches. It would not require massive expenditure of resources to implement and it would optimize the value of the actors who are already situated to play a role in the democratic process.

Second, experimentalism works best where traditional hierarchical and market forms of regulation have failed to address the problem. As discussed above, courts and legislatures have left the vast landscape of conflicts, and prosecutorial decision-making in general, untouched. The rules of professional ethics are poorly suited to the kinds of institutional and pervasive conflicts that face prosecutors, and even if they could be altered to address these kinds of problems, regulatory authorities are notoriously bad at policing prosecutorial misconduct. Political mechanisms, which are essentially a market form of regulation in this context, similarly fail. It is not clear that politics forces prosecutors to be disinterested. On the contrary, political self-interest is assumed to distort prosecutors’ judgment.

---

265 See e.g., Burke, Improving Prosecutorial Decisionmaking, supra note 12, at 1593–1602; Richman, Prosecutors and Their Agents, supra note 206, at 752.


267 Jacoby, supra note 203, at viii.

268 See supra notes 96–177 and accompanying text.

269 See generally Richman, Accounting for Prosecutors, supra note 227.

270 Sabel & Simon, supra note 245, at 56.

271 Stuntz argues that the problem arises from a political system that gives disproportionate power to those whom criminal justice policies do not directly affect. So, over the course of a century, control over the criminal justice system shifted from local communities to white, middle class suburban voters who are less directly affected. Stuntz, supra note 230, at 6. He argues that we need to shift control back to urban communities that may be more likely to favor less punitive forms of criminal justice. Id. at 39. This may help, but it assumes that all local communities favor a greater degree of leniency or a more collaborative form of social control. Even Stuntz’s own historical analysis shows that this is not always the case. Id. at 99–129.
Finally, scholars have acknowledged that local pathologies have much to do with the current state of the criminal justice system.272 Although more work needs to be done to understand how decisions on the county level affect broad trends, it is clear that solutions ought to target not only broad-level structural incentives but also the culture of different local prosecutors’ offices.273

2. Institutional Design

The social sciences offer lessons in how prosecutors’ offices can work as an experimentalist form of governance. Simply asking individuals trained as prosecutors to address a different sort of problem may not be effective. The goal is to make the institution work to promote innovation, adherence to norms, and a broader social mission. Social science literature suggests how to design mechanisms within the prosecutors’ office to help align its decisions with a very complex and evolving set of values that make up the public interest. Increasingly, social scientists have explored how to design institutions to achieve these sorts of socially useful goals.274 Administrative law and corporate law theorists have borrowed from these social sciences to conceive institutional safeguards to prevent bad decision-making.275 This Article has done the same for prosecutors’ offices.

A word of caution—experimentalism bars blind faith in the state of knowledge at a particular time. Nor does it approve fixed solutions. The solution is always a series of solutions tested and revised.276 The social sciences do not provide a clear answer to the problem. They do not paint a coherent worldview, which could lead to obvious conclusions about how best to regulate public officials.277 They do, however, help conceive and evaluate new proposals, in light of the aim of regulating prosecutorial decision-making by responding to new information and rationalizing the process.278 Not only are the social sciences far from monolithic, they are also constantly evolving.

272 Pfaff, supra note 236, at 267 (arguing that prison growth is likely the result of local prosecutors’ multiple decisions).
273 Id. at 269.
276 See supra notes 244–273 and accompanying text.
278 Id.
This Article draws on these fields with a recognition that the specifics may change as the social sciences themselves evolve.\textsuperscript{279}

Public choice theory, which emerged along with the law and economics literature, argues that government officials, like citizens in general, are rational actors. They pursue their own self-interest and maximize their own well-being at the expense of others and the system in general. The literature suggesting greater external control of prosecutors’ offices tends to view prosecutors in this way. Scholars implicitly assume that prosecutors will reform only if the cost of behaving badly is too high.\textsuperscript{280}

Behavioral economists, however, have modified public choice theory, arguing that individuals are not so rational. Their motives are mixed and confused, filled with self-contradiction.\textsuperscript{281} Even well-meaning actors must use heuristics to make choices and those shortcuts often lead to error.\textsuperscript{282} Recently, scholars have contributed to this literature, by arguing that individuals are motivated, among other things, by the need to find meaning in their lives.\textsuperscript{283} Once we reconceive individuals with even a degree of complexity, it is harder to envision how to control their behavior. This Part of the Article seeks to identify ways to alter prosecutors’ offices to promote innovation. In order for the innovation to be beneficial, the social sciences offer insight into how to access the better motives, weed out the bad ones, and avoid mistakes without creating an ossified structure impervious to change.

The social sciences have several insights into how best to do this. The first is that group deliberations generally lead to better outcomes than solitary

\textsuperscript{279} Recent studies by Google question whether groups are always more efficient and innovative than individuals. See Charles Duhigg, \textit{What Google Learned from Its Quest to Build the Perfect Team}, N.Y. TIMES MAG. (Feb. 25, 2016), https://www.nytimes.com/2016/02/28/magazine/what-google-learned-from-its-quest-to-build-the-perfect-team.html [https://perma.cc/6FH3-VNQV].

\textsuperscript{280} See e.g., Ellen Yaroshesky, \textit{Wrongful Convictions: It Is Time to Take Prosecution Discipline Seriously}, 8 U. D.C. L. REV. 275, 278 (2004) (examining wrongful convictions resulting from grossly negligent prosecutions, and arguing that lack of discipline has perpetuated prosecutorial abuses).


\textsuperscript{282} JUDGMENT UNDER UNCERTAINTY: HEURISTICS AND BIASES 3 (Daniel Kahneman et al., eds., 1982).

decision-making. Discussions are especially helpful when an individual lacks all the information to make an appropriate decision or would be led astray by some kind of bias.

Experts are generally better than lay people at making decisions. That is not to say that they don’t suffer from their own biases. With adequate safeguards, however, it is preferable to entrust decisions to those with both knowledge and experience. Social scientists have demonstrated that experts are particularly important in complex situations. Knowledge is helpful and experts can reduce error by developing competence in a particular kind of problem. By formalizing the process of deliberation and decision-making, prosecutors can use their facility with facts and process to avoid the pitfalls that might arise. By including line prosecutors who have less experience, the group can minimize the mistakes that the more experienced prosecutors tend to make.

Although experts generally make fewer mistakes, they too use shortcuts that can cause errors, often because an overly strong sense of confidence leads them to disregard certain facts or options. Experts often assume that their approach or their solution is best without hearing alternatives. Including

---

284 See Garold Stasser & William Titus, Pooling of Unshared Information in Group Decision Making: Biased Information Sampling During Discussion, 48 J. PERSONALITY & SOC. PSYCHOL. 1467, 1467 (1985); Cass R. Sunstein, Group Judgments: Statistical Means, Deliberation, and Information Markets, 80 N.Y.U. L. REV. 962, 1012–21 (2005) [hereinafter Sunstein, Group Judgments] (suggesting methods for improving group dynamics). Recently, a Google investigation of its own teams questioned this conclusion. See Duhigg, supra note 279. The study did conclude, however, that there were ways to improve group dynamics to promote better results than any individual within that group could have achieved. Id.

285 See Norbert L. Kerr et al., Bias in Judgment: Comparing Individuals and Groups, 103 PSYCHOL. REV. 687, 713 (1996) (arguing that groups are better at filtering out individual biases and errors).

286 See Burke, Improving Prosecutorial Decisionmaking, supra note 12, at 1593–1601 (examining four common prosecutorial cognitive biases).

287 Daniel Kahneman & Dan Lovallo, Timid Choices and Bold Forecasts: A Cognitive Perspective on Risk Taking, 39 MGMT. SCI. 17, 23 (1993) (noting that inexperience often leads to poor decision-making); Rachlinski & Farina, supra note 275, at 559. Experts can fall prey to their own mistakes and errors, pitfalls that flow from overconfidence. There are ways to avoid those kinds of errors, such as organizing the decision-making process so that experts aren’t permitted to come to a conclusion before all the sides have been analyzed. Rachlinski & Farina, supra, at 561–62.

288 Jeremy A. Blumenthal, Expert Paternalism, 64 FLA. L. REV. 721, 755 (2012) (“[E]xperts’ reasoning and decisionmaking strategies, by virtue of their expertise in a particular area, are typically less vulnerable to [many] biases than are laypeople, and experts are better at compensating for them, consciously or unconsciously.”).

289 Kahneman & Lovallo, supra note 287.

less experienced prosecutors can counteract that danger, especially if the facilitator of the group ensures that all perspectives are heard before a final decision or conclusion is drawn.291

Groups can suffer from informational or reputational “cascades,” in which the group tends to conform to the most powerful member.292 They also run the risk of polarization—groups of people with similar sensibilities can grow more extreme when they deliberate, feeding off of each other’s like-minded values. Mechanisms to encourage information gathering and deliberation, however, can counter those effects as well.293

Public choice and strict law and economics theorists discount the power of groups to contribute to the decision-making process. According to them, the ultimate determination will reflect the interest of the most powerful faction within the group.294 Nevertheless, legal scholars and political scientists have relied on more recent cognitive psychology and sociology research to argue that groups can engage in true deliberation, which will enhance the outcome of decisions.295 Even these “republican” theorists recognize that there are risks inherent in group deliberations. Cass Sunstein, one of the early proponents of deliberative democracy, for instance, argues the importance of minimizing the polarization effect, or the tendency for like-minded individuals to reach an extreme conclusion when asked to deliberate.296 Google’s most recent effort to maximize the productivity and efficacy of groups concluded that psychological safety, or the willingness of all members to take risks, was essential. The facilitator or group leader can and should encourage these group norms.297

A moderator who conveys the purpose and mission of the group can help ensure that the process of deliberation improves decisions.298 Encouraging ground rules and strategies for deliberation can help minimize the risks involved in group decisions.299 First, the group should be instructed to gather

291 Id.
293 Sunstein, Group Judgments, supra note 284, at 982.
294 Sunstein, Deliberative Trouble?, supra note 292, at 77–85 (arguing that groups suffer from “cascades” of social influence).
296 Sunstein, Deliberative Trouble?, supra note 292, at 88–94.
297 Duhigg, supra note 279.
298 Sunstein, Group Judgments, supra note 284, at 1011; Duhigg, supra note 279.
299 Nicholas R. Miller, Pluralism and Social Choice, 77 AM. POL. SCI. REV. 734, 735 (1983) (arguing that “public policy is actually the equilibrium reached in the group struggle at any given
as much information as possible before it comes to a conclusion.\textsuperscript{300} Members should be encouraged to voice contrary views. Those with greater power within the group should refrain from voicing their own opinions until the deliberations have proceeded for some time.\textsuperscript{301} Everyone within the group should be encouraged to speak and everyone should be encouraged to listen and withhold judgment.\textsuperscript{302} To avoid a cascading effect, the more powerful members of the group should express sympathy for a variety of opinions and, on occasion, encourage or assign others to express contrary views even if doing so is merely adopting a stance for the purpose of argument.\textsuperscript{303} This will help the more junior members of the group to feel comfortable in expressing contrary views.\textsuperscript{304} Similarly, anonymous polling or ballots before or during deliberations can also help ensure that the deliberations are productive.\textsuperscript{305}

In these and perhaps other ways, the social sciences inform an experimentalist solution, which will be flexible, responsive to facts, and attuned to the broader norms and social goals. The nature of the internal process, however, will change depending upon such considerations as the size of the office, the severity of the conflict in question, and whether the conflict affects individual prosecutors or the institution as a whole.

\textit{B. An Experimentalist Approach to Prosecutorial Decision-making}

As discussed above, conflicts of interest affect almost all decisions within prosecutors’ offices to some degree. The line prosecutor, for instance, is often motivated, at least in part, by professional goals, and the career prosecutor’s political ambitions may well affect almost every important decision.\textsuperscript{306} Most prosecutors will seek to please their supervisors, or at the very least, allow their own experience and perspective within the criminal justice system to dictate the proper resolution of a case.\textsuperscript{307} Personal biases and preferences can make it difficult to assess the public’s interest in any given situation.
Even if a prosecutor could avoid these diversions, cognitive biases rooted in self-interest often interfere with the ability of a prosecutor to assess and pursue the public good in a disinterested way.\textsuperscript{308} None of these kinds of conflicts can be effectively addressed by recusal but they nonetheless deserve attention. This section describes how an experimentalist approach would address these sorts of pervasive conflicts in prosecutorial decision-making.

To capture the benefit of the pragmatic, flexible, experimental approach, prosecutors’ offices would have to restructure decision-making. Not all offices are the same.\textsuperscript{309} Not all decisions demand the same type or level of process, but an experimentalist approach would be notably different. It would be deliberate, self-conscious, and responsive to new information. This Article has distilled certain common features of any process, which will capture the advantages discussed above.

Where possible, groups, rather than individual prosecutors, should make important decisions. It is impractical to require team oversight of all prosecutorial decisions and in some offices and under some circumstances team oversight would be impossible. In some instances, a documented conversation between a supervisor and line prosecutor would suffice. A prosecutor in a small office could consult with a counterpart in a nearby county. If the conflict is minimal and the dangers are few, an explicit recognition that the two discussed the potential pressures, a list of those conflicts, and a stated resolution would be an improvement over the current approach.

Experimentalism teaches that those close to facts can learn from their errors and reduce indeterminacy by developing a principled approach to problems over time. Prosecutors need to articulate reasons for their actions and to learn from their mistakes.\textsuperscript{310} Over time, they need to elaborate policies and principles that govern their decisions. To do so, there must be a record to provide institutional memory. Therefore, the conversation should not only be explicit but memorialized, which should be easy given current technology.\textsuperscript{311} If prosecutors are to effectively experiment with different approaches to conflicts, there must be a means of gathering information and a metric for success. Prosecutors must monitor each other and there must be a mechanism for

\textsuperscript{308} Id.


\textsuperscript{310} Richman, Accounting for Prosecutors, supra note 227, at 23 (explaining Germany’s requirement that prosecutors document their choices and reasoning and train new prosecutors to do the same).

\textsuperscript{311} Some offices have effectively gathered information on prosecutorial decision-making. See Miller & Wright, supra note 260, at 129. Miller and Wright call for more information and a greater attention to data. Id.
periodically revisiting the policies and principles as each office gathers new evidence and experiences. The National Association of District Attorneys could be responsible for gathering information, distilling it, and feeding it back to individual prosecutors’ offices. The Department of Justice could do the same for federal prosecutors.

Finally, all prosecutors should be trained in recognizing and addressing conflicts of interest of all kinds and magnitudes. Prosecutors should understand how racial bias and other cognitive biases can distort their judgment. As noted, the Department of Justice has recently implemented implicit bias training.312 This could be expanded to address conflicts of interest. Although education or self-education regarding conflicts of interest may be less easily accessible for state and local prosecutors’ offices, it is not unattainable. To experiment with different solutions to the problem of conflicts of interest, line prosecutors and their supervisors must understand how they operate. Similarly, training alone will not suffice. Prosecutors must apply the knowledge in context, assess results, and revise their approach. Our proposal provides a structure for practical application of the abstract understanding of bias and other conflicts.

C. An Experimentalist Approach to Institutional Conflicts of Interest and Pervasive Individual Conflicts

1. Institutional Conflicts of Interest

Although not necessarily more complex, the larger conflicts that affect prosecutors’ offices as a whole require more attention. They have the potential to undermine the legitimacy of the criminal justice system in a more immediate way, and at the extreme, these sorts of conflicts may call for the prosecutors’ office to recuse itself. The nature of the conflict is harder to identify because it affects the individual only indirectly through her identification or connection with the entity. Those in the top ranks of the office are more likely to be affected than line prosecutors.

There are essentially two layers to the problem. The first issue is what prosecutors’ offices should do when the law allows recusal but does not require it. The second, perhaps more crucial question, is how the prosecutors’ office should make decisions when it chooses to proceed with a prosecution, despite the fact that the prosecutors have a conflict that may affect their decision-making.

To rationalize the decision-making process, prosecutors’ offices should add a layer of process to the current system to address both of these issues.

312 Press Release, supra note 190.
This Article sketches out a possible approach while acknowledging, in the spirit of experimentalism, that it may not be the optimal or ultimate one; better approaches may develop over time, as knowledge is tested through experience, and, in any event, no single decision-making structure may be ideal for all prosecutors’ offices.

To begin with, larger offices should convene an internal committee comprised of lawyers at all levels of the office, both line prosecutors and supervisors, to advise the chief prosecutor with regard to conflicts and to review important decisions when the office chooses to retain jurisdiction despite conflicts. This working group would initially help determine whether the office should recuse itself in a given case. More importantly, this conflicts committee would continue to monitor cases where there are significant internal pressures that do not necessitate recusal. Monitoring should involve a periodic meeting in which the committee reviews the major upcoming decisions, deliberates, and suggests how the prosecutors assigned to the case should proceed.

a. Details of the Internal Process

The nature of the internal process will depend on the scope of the conflict and the size and resources of the office. This section outlines a possible approach to institutional conflicts for a mid-size to large prosecutors’ office.

The chief prosecutor would make the ultimate determination of whether a conflict requires recusal with the assistance of a report and recommendation from a conflicts group. The group would identify applicable conflicts, consider the likelihood that they would affect decision-making given the relevant public interest in, and the policy goals of, a prosecution, and make a recommendation in a report detailing its findings, reasoning and deliberative process. After reviewing the report and after any further communications with the group, the chief prosecutor would decide whether recusal is the best course. If not, the conflicts group would reconvene periodically to revisit the conflicts question, reviewing major decisions to ensure that impermissible considerations have not driven the discretionary choices. Ideally, the group would include prosecutors at all levels—supervisors, unit leaders, and line prosecutors serving significant terms before being replaced.

Three general conclusions can be drawn about the nature of the process to address institutional conflicts of interest. First, groups or teams within the prosecutors’ office are best situated to make complex and controversial decisions involving multiple interests and values.313 Second, the group should not

313 See Eric Talley, Taking the “I” Out of “Team”: Intra-Firm Monitoring and the Content of Fiduciary Duties, 24 J. CORP. L. 1001, 1002–04 (1999); see also Margaret M. Blair & Lynn A.
only include the leadership of the office. Line prosecutors should take an active role in the discussion and conclusion. Third, the decision-making process should be transparent, deliberate, and memorialized. It should engage not only with the norms of the office but also public conceptions of prosecutors and their roles as well as past experience in similar cases.

b. Groups to Address Conflicts

Prosecutors’ offices already employ internal groups to make complex decisions. The Department of Justice has a committee to review cases eligible for the death penalty,314 and some state prosecutors have experimented with similar groups to promote consistency in death penalty prosecutions.315 The nature and complexity of this problem warrants diverse perspectives. Group deliberation can help untangle illegitimate interests from policy preferences, preserve institutional memory, and respond to evolving social science in a way that courts and legislatures may be unable to do.

At least one federal prosecutors’ office has implicitly recognized the value of team oversight in complex and charged instances when a prosecutor has a conflict of interest. The United States Attorneys’ Office for the Southern District of New York has a process of review whenever a line prosecutor chooses to defer prosecution. Presumably, the concern is that the prosecutor might be driven by her reputational self-interest in avoiding a public loss in some cases where the prosecution would best serve the public interest. This institutional review process, like the internal deliberative process proposed here to address conflicts of interest, offers an opportunity for the involvement of prosecutors who are less likely to be affected by self-interest in making the particular judgment. This Article’s proposal, like this policy, still includes

---


315 States have proposed statewide committees to make charging decisions in death penalty eligible cases. See STATE OF ILL., REPORT OF THE GOVERNOR’S COMMISSION ON CAPITAL PUNISHMENT 84 (2002); DEATH PENALTY INFO. CTR., Ohio Commission to Release Recommendations for Death Penalty Reform, http://www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/node/5742 [https://perma.cc/P3AW-JH5P].
those with greatest knowledge of the facts and proximity to daily operations in the process of reform.

Although some assume that groups merely reflect the interests of their participants and the power dynamics among them, there is evidence that, when structured properly, groups can deliberate and devise disinterested solutions to public problems. Individuals and interest groups, according to “republican” theorists, do not have set preferences and agendas. Their assumptions and beliefs are always, at least to some degree, formed and refined in the process of interaction and deliberation.

c. Prosecutors from All Levels Within the Office

Some scholars emphasize the responsibility of the chief prosecutor and immediate superiors for ensuring public-interested decision-making. An experimentalist approach challenges this assumption, at least in addressing institutional conflicts. The chief prosecutor is more likely than line prosecutors to respond to institutional self-interest because of the chief prosecutor’s closer identification with the office and its success. In a forfeiture case, for example, the elected District Attorney will be more likely to care that a forfeiture could help fund the office’s operations. A desire to please supervisors and a more inchoate affinity with the office may influence line prosecutors, but their self-interest will likely be less. By including line prosecutors and unit leaders, the group can dilute the impact of the chief prosecutor’s self-interest. In addition, because line prosecutors are closest to the facts of the particular case, they are in the best position to identify the impact of institutional self-interest if they are given responsibility to do so.

In addition, the group will benefit from diverse viewpoints. Although the chief prosecutor as lone decision maker would draw on only one set of assumptions and policy preferences, multiple prosecutors will have different understandings of the public interest and how best to obtain it. Diverse viewpoints are useful in evaluating whether there is a conflict and its severity.

317 Michelman, Traces of Self-Government, supra note 295, at 17–47.
318 Bibas, Prosecutorial Regulation, supra note 39, at 996–1015.
319 The process could also help mitigate the overly aggressive approach of some young prosecutors. See Wright & Levine, supra note 229, at 1066–71.
320 See supra notes 240–305 and accompanying text.
321 In other contexts, scholars have noted the value of diversity in decision-making when the chief decision-maker has a strong bias. Ganesh Sitaraman & David Zionts, Behavioral War Powers, 90 N.Y.U. L. REV. 516, 584 (2015) (arguing that commissions with diverse viewpoints can help counteract the strong biases that Presidents have when exercising their war powers); Sun-
The variety of views also provides incentive for group members to gather information necessary for the decision and lends legitimacy to the outcome. Discussion among individuals with diverse viewpoints should also help in distinguishing illegitimate interests and preferences from legitimate public policies or criminal justice philosophies that may not be universally shared.

For some complex and controversial decisions, the Department of Justice currently requires individual line prosecutors to seek the approval of the office’s chief prosecutor. Sometimes, the prosecutor must go further and obtain permission to pursue the case from an assistant Attorney General. For example, approval is required when a federal prosecutor wants to pursue a prosecution substantially similar to one that has already occurred in state court or when seeking immunity for a witness who has asserted the privilege against compelled self-incrimination. The underlying assumption is that higher-ranking officials are most likely to protect individual rights at the expense of a conviction or harsher punishment. With conflicts of interest, this assumption will not always hold. Career prosecutors or junior prosecutors will usually be less susceptible to political and professional pressures that could distort the assessment of the larger policy objectives.

The composition of the group should rotate and include prosecutors engaged in advocacy, in part because they are more likely to obey rules if they have had a role in creating them. Allowing rank-and-file prosecutors to participate in decisions involving conflicts will also help them identify with the broader mission of the office and develop their ability to think about how to identify and balance potentially competing public interests. This, in turn, should help them make future decisions about how to prioritize the public’s interest in obtaining convictions, preserving defendant’s rights, and ensuring just results, in all phases of their cases.

---


325 In discussing how best to regulate police departments, John Rappaport cites numerous studies showing that a top-down approach is not as effective as one incorporating rank-and-file officers. Id. A case study in Madison, Wisconsin showed that officers who participated in governing their own behavior were more satisfied and identified more closely with the mission of the office. MARY ANN WYCOFF & WESLEY K. SKOGAN, COMMUNITY POLICING IN MADISON: QUALITY FROM THE INSIDE OUT 84 (1994); Mary Ann Wycoff & Wesley G. Skogan, The Effect of a Community Policing Man-
d. Memorialized and Transparent Deliberations

Group deliberation promises not only to dilute the chief prosecutor’s self-interested incentives, but also to render ethical considerations, which would otherwise remain solitary and opaque, deliberate and explicit. As Milton Regan has noted regarding corporate decision-making, people tend to avoid viewing their own conduct as ethically questionable and as a result, often deceive themselves into believing they are acting ethically while acting in their own self-interest.326 Organizations relying on scripts or pre-fabricated structures to deal with complex decisions often contribute to this sort of ethical fading by allowing individuals to disguise immoral decisions and mask the unethical as simply following protocol. Many prosecutors’ offices maintain these sorts of procedures and checklists and some scholars even advocate these mechanisms to deal with decision-making.327 Requiring prosecutors to articulate their reasoning to others in a group would counter this tendency.

As noted above, deliberation improves decision-making as long as certain safeguards are in place.328 Individual prosecutors in the conflicts group should be encouraged to think critically and voice their views, rather than reflexively concur. An assigned member could ensure that high-ranking and powerful group members defer voicing their views until others weigh in.329 The moderator should express sympathy for a variety of opinions and, on occasion, encourage others to express contrary views if only for the sake of argument.330 This will encourage subordinate prosecutors to express opinions without fear of retribution.331 Anonymous polling may also help promote this end at times.332


328 Miller, supra 299, at 735; Sunstein, Group Judgments, supra note 284, at 1009 (arguing that deliberations improve the accuracy of decision-making).

329 Sunstein, Group Judgments, supra note 284, at 1020.

330 Id. at 1020–21.

331 Id. at 1017.

332 Id. at 1018.
The conflicts group should keep an internal record of its decisions to memorialize evolving principles regarding conflicts of interest and decision-making in general. Standards set in past deliberations will guide and help rationalize later exercise of prosecutorial discretion, making it harder for prosecutors to employ inconsistent reasoning on different occasions to rationalize self-interested decisions. As others have noted, prosecutors’ offices are prone to exercise discretion arbitrarily because their decisions are not governed by standards or reviewed by courts or outside regulators. An experimental approach should address this deficiency by encouraging prosecutors’ offices to make discretionary decisions explicit, deliberate, and principled at least when conflicts of interest are implicated.

The Department of Justice has developed comparable standards to guide prosecutorial discretion in other contexts. As noted above, federal prosecutors need approval to grant use immunity to witnesses. The United States Attorneys’ Manual identifies considerations to guide the decision. Recognizing the complexity of the decision, especially for an office motivated primarily to seek a conviction, the manual focuses on the relevant public interests. The policy regarding successive state and federal prosecutions provides similar substantive guidance. Over time, a conflicts group could develop a similar list of considerations for each local office to explicitly guide future discretionary decision-making in the face of conflicting interests that do not necessitate recusal. A national study of these records that distills information and compares data, could provide important feedback to allow local offices to assess and revise their approach.

e. The Experimentalist Approach: An Example

In discussing institutional conflicts, this Article used the examples of the prosecution of police officers, prosecutions involving forfeited funds or other financial incentives, and prosecutions of high level political officials. To illustrate the experimentalist approach, this Article will focus on the first of these examples.

333 ANGELA J. DAVIS, ARBITRARY JUSTICE: THE POWER OF THE AMERICAN PROSECUTOR 16 (2007) (arguing that “[t]he lack of enforceable standards and effective accountability to the public has resulted in decisionmaking that often appears arbitrary, especially during the critical charging and plea-bargaining stages of the process.”); see also Podgor, supra note 215, at 466–67 (arguing that prosecutors should not focus on single cases without considering the cultural context and analyzing similar cases).
335 Id. § 9-2.031(4).
336 See id.
The investigation or prosecution of police officers undoubtedly places significant pressure on the office. Prosecutors work with police officers. The office depends on the police to bring them cases and testify in court. It would be difficult if not impossible for the prosecutors’ office to ignore the public pressure in these sorts of cases.337

In the proposed process, a conflicts committee would convene soon after a police shooting or use of force to decide whether to proceed with the investigation and prosecution or recuse itself. The committee would be comprised of line prosecutors and supervisors within the office. The rotation would have been set ahead of time so members would be quickly convened. The facilitator could be a prosecutor who has addressed similar issues before, an appellate attorney, or ethics counsel if one exists. One person would be assigned to serve as reporter to take notes on important points and create a record of the discussion.

The committee would first consider whether the office should recuse itself. The full committee would receive and review all the evidence. Members would record their initial thoughts and be encouraged to voice any views, even potentially unpopular ones. Starting with junior prosecutors, members would then be asked to read their responses and discuss how or why they formed their initial impressions. After some discussion, the facilitator could solicit or offer contrary views. The committee would consider all the facts of the case as well as the records in similar cases if there were any. They would factor in the need to preserve and promote the legitimacy of the system as well as fairness to the accused officer. They should also talk about the need for deterrence as well as the concern about over-deterring police officers from doing their jobs.

After discussion, prosecutors in the group would vote using anonymous ballots. The outcome of the vote and the notes of the deliberation would be provided to the chief elected or appointed official who would ultimately decide whether to recuse the office. If the office retains jurisdiction, the committee would later reconvene as necessary during the investigation or prosecution to serve as a check against self-interested decision-making, especially when it came to deciding whether to present evidence to a grand jury, whether charges should be brought, and, if so, whether to offer a plea deal.

To ensure that offices implement these procedures, courts, when asked to consider disqualification, should take into account the nature and extent of the internal process within the office to analyze and manage the potential con-

337 See Levine, supra note 11, at 1464–87 (describing the close working relationship between police and prosecutors).
conflict. Likewise, a federal investigation will invariably consider how carefully the local prosecutors’ office has managed the recusal question.

2. Pervasive Personal Conflicts of Interest

Even a large prosecutor’s office would lack the resources to engage in group decision-making in everyday cases in which prosecutors’ ambitions and other pervasive self-interests may play a role. An experimentalist approach can be scaled in relation to the scope and prevalence of the problem, as well as the nature and size of the prosecutors’ office.

First, all prosecutors should receive training regarding personal conflicts of interest that continues and develops as they encounter real cases with real challenges. To achieve this personal experimentation, each prosecutor should acknowledge potential conflicts of interest at the beginning of each case, articulating how personal ambitions or other self-interests may distort judgment, and identifying decisions in the case that may be affected. Before making these decisions, the prosecutor should discuss the conflict with a pre-designated colleague, share and document relevant concerns, and determine what decision best serves the public interest without regard to the delineated self-interest. Prosecutors would memorialize and later share their experiences of deliberating collectively and self-consciously in this matter. The records would be collected so that in future trainings and deliberations, new prosecutors would benefit from wisdom gathered over time.

Insofar as possible, prosecutors’ offices might attempt to assess these experiences and engage in sufficient oversight to ensure that prosecutors take the process seriously. Small offices may not be able to mimic the approaches of their larger counterparts but they might still learn from their experience.

CONCLUSION

Conflicts of interest, which are endemic to prosecutorial decision-making, threaten the legitimacy and efficacy of the criminal justice system. Institutional conflicts make it difficult for prosecutors to serve the public interest because of their identification with the office as a whole. Pervasive personal conflicts of interest, such as reputational self-interest or political aspirations, similarly interfere with prosecutors’ ability to act in a disinterested way.

Traditional forms of regulation fail to monitor the vast majority of conflicts of interest. Scholarly proposals similarly fall short of addressing the problem. The proposed experimentalist approach will fill this void by altering the design of prosecutors’ offices to encourage prosecutors themselves to experiment with different solutions in context.

Ultimately, this article urges rethinking prosecutors’ conflicts of interest in four senses. First, this Article suggests that prosecutors’ conflicts arise not only from idiosyncratic personal interests like those recognized by law. Rather, in considering how best to regulate prosecutors’ decision-making, we should think about, and take account of, all of the pervasive individual interests and institutional interests that might impair prosecutors’ exercise of discretion and judgment. Second, we should rethink standard ways of responding to prosecutors’ conflicts and standard academic proposals for reform. The full range of prosecutors’ self-interests cannot be realistically addressed by judicial oversight or other external institutional oversight, on one hand, or simply by reallocating or restructuring decision-making within prosecutors’ offices, on the other. Rather, attention must specifically be paid to how prosecutors deliberate regarding decisions that may be influenced by conflicts. Third, prosecutors’ offices should not forget about conflicts once they make threshold decisions regarding whether to disqualify themselves. When they decide not to step aside, prosecutors should continue thinking about how conflicts might affect the office’s resolution of important questions and take steps to minimize conflicts’ impact. Finally, in addressing conflicts of interest internally, prosecutors’ offices should proceed in the spirit of experimentalism, continually reassessing and seeking to improve their deliberative processes. In the end, taking conflicts of interest as a paradigm, this article provides a way to rethink not only prosecutors’ conflicts of interest specifically but the exercise of prosecutorial discretion in general.

The American prosecutor’s job is complex, an odd hybrid of advocate and minister of justice, lawyer and public official. Unlike privately retained lawyers, prosecutors have a duty to seek justice, which derives from their unique position as state actors charged with enforcing the law. The prosecutor’s client is abstract, a public or sovereignty whose interests include both convicting the guilty and preserving the rights and liberties of those accused.

---

339 See, e.g., MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT r. 3.8 cmt. 1 (AM. BAR ASS’N 2013) (“A prosecutor has the responsibility of a minister of justice and not simply that of an advocate. This responsibility carries with it specific obligations to see that the defendant is accorded procedural justice, that guilt is decided upon the basis of sufficient evidence, and that special precautions are taken to prevent and to rectify the conviction of innocent persons.”).
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of a crime.\textsuperscript{341} The interests are in tension with one another and contested. Reasonable prosecutors can and do disagree about how to prioritize the public’s many interests and on how best to serve them.

An experimentalist approach suggests that alternatives, including dividing roles or resorting to approval from the most senior prosecutor,\textsuperscript{342} will not adequately address prosecutors’ conflicts of interest. At every stage of the prosecution, the prosecutor must consider aggressively pursuing a conviction, upholding the law, and preserving the justness and legitimacy of the system in light of personal and institutional pressures that may undermine her ability to do so. This combination of roles is not unique to one stage of the prosecution. Prosecutors who are in the midst of trying cases—the most adversary phase of a criminal proceeding—make decisions that require identifying and prioritizing various components of the public interest. Line prosecutors, for instance, determine what evidence to produce in discovery, whether to impeach a seemingly truthful witness, and whether to introduce evidence that may be prejudicial. It is not practical to outsource these decisions, but they require the aggressive advocate to temper her role so as to serve as a minister of justice.\textsuperscript{343} The conflicts committee will help train line prosecutors to think simultaneously about their roles as advocates and public officials despite the obvious tension. Rather than give up on the effort to combine the two aspects of a prosecutor’s job, the experimentalist approach calls for embracing the tension, by training prosecutors to engage in a more sophisticated negotiation of the two roles.

Ultimately, the experimentalist approach provides guidance for all discretionary decision-making in prosecutors’ offices. By recognizing how entwined the roles of advocate and public official inevitably are, the conflicts working group and the collaborative decision-making process provide a model for training prosecutors to think more critically about their public function. The proposal recognizes that all prosecutors—even those engaged in plea bargaining and trying cases—must consider aspects of the public interest in addition to convicting the guilty. They too are responsible for giving content and meaning to the vague aspirational notion of seeking justice. Collective deliberation about conflicts of interest and how they might affect discretionary decisions will situate prosecutors as problem solvers and train them to become aware of how their own interests might consciously or unconsciously distort their judgment. More generally, the discussions, memorialized for the future benefit of other prosecutors, will promote sophisticated thinking about
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the public interest and how seeking convictions fits into the broader mission of the office.

So, perhaps ironically, the pervasive and chronic problem of conflicts of interest itself suggests the solution. The context in which prosecutors operate, including the inevitable pressures on the pursuit of justice, can offer an opportunity to inspire the complex entity to come closer to its ideal. Rather than eradicate conflicts of interest, which would be impossible, the experimentalist approach would use the problem to inspire the institution to devise a solution. Each prosecutor’s office will find a way to define and pursue the public interest with greater flexibility and sophistication. Part of the problem, as discussed above, is the absence of consensus about the meaning of justice and how to pursue it. Rather than trying to forge a consensus, prosecutors’ offices should engage in ongoing conversations about what justice means and what it requires in particular cases. Decision-making will be grounded in fact and experience, more transparent, more deliberate, and less isolated.

Social science suggests that organizations are made up of more than formal rules and commands. The explicit mandates always co-exist with informal laws or what one might call organizational culture.344 Because people are socialized through their actions, the best way to ensure that individuals and groups within prosecutors’ offices focus on pursuing justice broadly rather than simply accumulating convictions is to ask prosecutors consciously to engage in the question of what justice entails and to make decisions based on this analysis in an ongoing and thoughtful way. A concrete discussion regarding pervasive and institutional conflicts of interest offers an opportunity to create this kind of dialogue in a concrete setting while resolving a question relevant to a particular prosecution.

What is absent from most proposals to rethink prosecutorial discretion is professionalism. The experimentalist approach asks each office to give concrete meaning to professional norms. This will result in prosecutors who are invested in the mission and offices that are continually searching for new ways to fulfill it.345
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